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High anxiety
Diagnosis, treatment, readily available on campus
By AMELIA GARCIA
The Pan American

Infielder Marco Garza (swing,
left) and pitcher John Lopez
are two of the four players
from Mission High School currently on the UTPA baseball
roster. Lopez was originally
recruited as a centerfielder,
but has been pressed into
service on the mound this season.
Photos by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan
American

HOMETOWN FLAVOR:

Mission players represent

Getting the opportunity
to play Division I
baseball is great, but
getting the chance to play
at home in front of family
and friends is something
really special that not
many players get to
experience.
Ten players on the
Bronc baseball team are
from the Rio Grande
Valley and are very proud
to wear the green and
white in such close
proximity to their home
folks.
“Pan Am was my first
choice because it was
close to home and it was
a Division I school,” said
Mission native Omar
Peña. “I also like the
history that the baseball
team has at Pan Am.”
Peña is not the only
baseballer from Mission.
Sophomores John López

and Juan Sáenz join their
old teammate from
Mission High School
while Marco Garza, who
played his high school
ball at Sharyland, is the
last member of the
quadruplets from
Mission.
The four guys have all
seen playing time this
year for the Broncs, but
López and Garza have
stood out and are leading
the team in various
categories.
López was recruited as
a center fielder and this
year he was also asked to

“

pitch due to a lack of
mound depth. He hadn’t
pitched since his senior
year of high school.
“It feels good to pitch
again,” Lopez said. “I
didn’t know if I could
pitch at this level and I’m
hoping I’ll keep doing
good.”
López leads the team
with a 4.11 ERA and is
undefeated in four starts
and seven apparitions on
the mound. He has
pitched 30.2 innings
while striking out 24
batters, and has not made
an error in 19 games.

Pan Am was my first
choice because it was
close to home and it was
a Division I school
- Omar Pena, Bronc infielder

“

By ALEX GRAVEL
The Pan American

“John has done a good
job on the mound so far
this year and is playing
very well defensively,”
said head coach Willie
Gawlik.
Garza, on the other
hand, is an offensive
machine. The Mission
native leads the team in
RBI with 35, and hits
with 52. Garza is batting
.356, second best to
Edinburg native Louie
Alamia. The keys to his
success are his strength
and his work ethic, said
his coach.
“Marco works very
hard and he is very
coachable,” Gawlik said.
“He’s improved a lot
since last year. He put on
ten pounds and got bigger
and stronger.”
“I feel a lot stronger
physically and it helps
me mentally because I am
more confident when I

See LOCAL page 13

Anxiety is a normal and natural emotion for
people. Most individuals experience feelings of
anxiety before an important event such as an exam,
a business presentation, or a first date.
However, for those who suffer from anxiety
disorders, the feelings of anxiety can take over at
any time for any variety of reasons.
Anxiety disorders are illnesses that fill people’s
lives with overwhelming fear that is chronic, and
can grow worse. People with these chronic disorders
are agonized by panic attacks, obsessive thoughts,
flashbacks, nightmares, even physical symptoms.
Even those who don’t suffer from serious anxiety
disorders can face elevated levels of stress from a
number of sources, including the ongoing conflict in
Iraq.
Anxiety disorders are the most common mental
illness in America, afflicting over 19 million people
annually, according to the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH).
Treatment
Treatments have been developed through research
conducted by NIMH and other institutions.
Combining medication with specific types of
psychotherapy helps many people with anxiety
disorders live full, normal lives.
There are currently more prescription medications
available than ever by prescription to help treat
anxiety disorders. These include groups of drugs
called antidepressants and benzodiazepines. NIMH
reports that there are currently new medications
under development to treat anxiety symptoms.
According to NIMH, there are two clinically

proven forms of psychotherapy used to treat anxiety
disorders. Behavioral therapy is one form and it
focuses on changing specific actions and uses
several techniques to stop unwanted behaviors. The
other form is cognitive-behavioral therapy, which
teaches patients to understand and change their
thinking patterns so they can react differently to the
situations that cause them anxiety.
The University Counseling Center offers services
to students, faculty, and staff who may suffer from
anxiety disorders as well as other problems such as
depression, eating disorders, stress and relationship
problems. Though, the center does not diagnose
patients, the Counseling Center often refers patients
to physicians for more help.
“We look for characteristics of symptoms such
as trouble sleeping or studying, crying a lot, lack of
motivation, worrying a lot or being afraid,” said
counselor Anthony Hampton. “If we feel students
may benefit form a complete evaluation we make
referrals to psychiatrists. If the student has not seen a
medical doctor we recommend they go the Student
Health Services or their regular doctor to get a blood
profile and rule out any medical conditions.”
However, for individuals who have already
received an evaluation by a professional and have
been diagnosed, the Counseling Center offers
therapy sessions.
“We provide talk therapy and work with
individuals,” Hampton said. “If the student has
anxiety we usually meet with them on a weekly
basis and focus on the student developing coping
skills and life management skills.”
According to Hampton, it is very important for
people dealing with anxiety or other mental
disorders to talk to others about their problems.
See ANXIETY page 12

Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

MOCK ARREST— Arrest of a male student is simulated in the Student Union
Tuesday. A fabricated sexual assault mock trial will be April 17, held by Mujeres
Unidas and Bacchus and Gamma.

Planning for tomorrow’s college tuition today
By JENNIFER TAPIA
The Pan American
Now that tuition increase and cutbacks are
affecting college students statewide,it might be a
good idea for parents to start investing in college
education plans for their children.
The Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan, formerly
known as Texas Tomorrow Fund, and
Tomorrow’s College Investment Plan, allow
individuals to pay for future college education at
today's tuition rates. Marian Monta, a
communication professor at the University of
Texas-Pan American, said it is important for
individuals to start investing in college education
plans because tuition rates are rising.
“The secret is, is to enroll your kid early,”
Monta said. “Texas has guaranteed that no matter
where the tuition is set at that time, it will be
paid.”
According to Sheila Clancy, a spokesperson for
State Comptroller Carole Keeton Strayhorn, the

“This is a new thing that the state launched last
Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan, which is overseen
September,” Clancy said. “The savings plan can
by the Texas Prepaid Higher Education Tuition
be used for any college expenses authorized by
Board, invests the payments given by individuals
the federal government.”
and will use the investment earnings to cover the
Monta, who got the plan for her goddaughter
cost of college tuition. The program can pay for
when the program first
up to 160 credit hours
started, said she
of tuition and required
Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan
recommends it to
fees for students at any
 Can pay for up to 160 credit hours at any
people because
public college or
college or university
deregulation of tuition
university in the state of
 Allows investments of college savings into 20
is currently under
Texas.
different investment funds
debate by legislators
“College expenses
 Can be used for any federally authorized college
across the state. If
are soaring and the
expenses
deregulation of tuition
program is a way to
bill is passed, it law
lock down tuition and
will allow university officials to set their own
fees,” Clancy said. “It’s a way for families to beat
tuition rates.
the inflation.”
“It’s a nice easy way to give to someone,”
Clancy added that Tomorrow’s College
Monta said. “The cost of education in Texas in
Investment Plan can also help individuals pay for
skyrocketing at every Texas college.”
college expenses. The plan allows individuals to
Clancy noted the proposed bill will not affect
invest their college savings into 20 different
the Tomorrow’s College Investment Plan and
investment funds offered by the state.

individuals who are currently enrolled in the
Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan, but it is unknown
if it will affect the plan in the future.
“It will be paid regardless,” Clancy said.
“Comptroller Strayhorn will see to it that the
people in the program are protected.”
Joe Gomez, registration accountant at UTPA,
said there was a total of 50 university students
who used the Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan to
pay for college tuition and fees last semester.
There are currently 42 who use the plan to pay for
their college expense.
“I deal with the students. They come up to me
and tell me they have the fund,” Gomez said. “I
check their balances and check to see what they
have available.”
Clancy said individuals can apply online or
download the application and mail it in.
Enrollment for the Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan
runs from November through May. There is no
enrollment period set for the Tomorrow’s College
Investment Plan.
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Another Greatest Generation
“They answered the call to help save the
world from the two most powerful and ruthless
military machines ever assembled, instruments
of conquest in the hands of fascist maniacs.”
Those are the words television news anchor
Tom Brokaw used in his book “The Greatest
Generation” to describe the men and women
who undertook the Herculean effort to defeat
Adolf Hitler and the rest of the Axis powers
from 1941 to 1945.
For its display of courage, sacrifice, and
patriotism, those Americans have earned the
title of “The Greatest Generation,” and few
today would argue against the notion that those
heroes indeed saved the world from the clutches
of madmen. When most of the world stood idly
or helplessly by, a generation of ordinary men
and women did extraordinary things, smashing
the German and Japanese war machines and
restoring freedom to people half a world away.
Today’s reality has spawned a new
generation of heroes from the most unlikely
stock. Our generation of 20-somethings has in
the past been known for its apathy and lack of
direction.
But once again duty calls ordinary Americans
to do amazing things. The old portrait of
lackadaisical young adults has been forever
reshaped by our brothers, our sisters, and
cousins who have once again traveled halfway
around the globe to help those who have never
tasted freedom enjoy it for the first time.

Our generation has been called upon to
spread the seeds of liberty in a part of the world
where the tree has never grown, and American’s
20-somethings are making us proud. So far,
over 100 Americans have given their lives to
help the Iraqi people throw off Saddam
Hussein’s yoke of oppression, and that figure is
likely to climb by the time this issue reaches the
hands of its readers.
A quick glance at the ages of those who have
given their lives for freedom would reveal that
many of them were part of a generation not
known for its dedication.
San Benito native Juan G. Garza Jr. is one of
the many 20-somethings to make the ultimate
sacrifice for freedom. The 20-year-old Garza
died by a sniper’s bullet Monday night and
became the first Rio Grande Valley soldier to
die in Iraq.
“Juanito was a loving, caring person,” said
his mother, Mary Ann Garza. “He told me,
‘Mom, I’m going to join the Marines.’ I didn’t
really agree to it, but it was his decision. I
couldn’t say no.”
Patrick R. Nixon, 21, of Nashville, Tenn. was
killed when his Marine unit was ambushed
outside of An Nasiriyah on March 23. After Joe
Nixon learned younger brother, Patrick, was
missing, he wrote and mailed him a letter.
“In signing it, I put that I knew that he had
looked up to me when he was little, and it was
my turn to look up to him now,” Joe said.

NEWS

Perhaps the words Abraham Lincoln shared
with Lydia Bixby - whose five sons died during
the American Civil War, will bring comfort to
the families of those who have sacrificed
themselves for the welfare of the Iraqi people.
“I feel how weak and fruitless must be any
words of mine which should attempt to beguile
you from the grief of a loss so overwhelming.
But I cannot refrain from tendering to you the
consolation that may be found in the thanks of
the Republic they died to save. I pray that our
Heavenly Father may assuage the anguish of
your bereavement, and leave you with only the
cherished memory of the loved and lost, and the
solemn pride that must be yours, to have laid so
costly a sacrifice upon the altar of Freedom.”
Let our generation no longer be known as
one that cared only for itself. Let our generation
no longer be viewed as a group of individuals
who lacked direction or purpose. Our
grandparents may have been “the Greatest
Generation,” and saved the world, but our
generation is doing what it can to preserve a
small portion of it.
Soldier, journalist, and Secretary of the
Interior Carl Schurz (1829-1906) knew the real
meaning of freedom, a meaning that is being
proven and upheld by many of today’s young
people.
“If you want to be free, there is but one way;
it is to guarantee an equally full measure of
liberty to all your neighbors. There is no other.”

■ Chi-Alpha . . . . . . . . 3
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Youth involvement in health sought
By OMAIRA GALARZA
The Pan American
A group of youth and parents formed a peer
education unit Saturday at the HIV Youth
Health and Leadership Forum, cosponsored by
the Hidalgo chapter of MANA.
“The power of the youth day is that the kids
themselves will take ownership in delivering
the message to the community and their
peers,” said Mary Alice Reyes, University of
Texas-Pan American GEARUP director and
MANA board member.
MANA de Hidalgo County, in collaboration
with the National Latina Health Network and
the Valley AIDS Council of McAllen, Texas,
hosted the conference. An estimated 150
youth, parents, and community members
attended the event. Over 75 percent of the
attendees were between the ages of 11 and 24.
The forum is a part of NLHN’s Latina
HIV/AIDS Prevention Leadership AHORA!
Project. The project targets six U.S. Hispanic
markets: Denver; La Puente, Calif.; New
Orleans; Wichita, Kan.; and statewide in New
Jersey. AHORA! focuses on addressing
sexuality, homophobia, and HIV within the
Latino community.
NLHN, a nonprofit organization that
receives its funding from the national Centers
of Disease Control and Prevention’s Division
of HIV/AIDS Prevention, gave MANA de
Hidalgo County a grant to put on the forum.

sports
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“They [NLHN] approached the MANA
National office through a partner of theirs to
see if MANA would be interested in
collaborating on this project,” said Dr.
Glendelia Zavala, board president of the local
MANA chapter. “MANA National office
recommended my chapter to receive this grant
so I’m really proud that we are the only
chapter in the entire MANA organization that
received funding for this particular project.”
Her organization’s mission is to empower
Latinas through leadership development,
community service, and advocacy. According
to the group’s literature, MANA is a national
community of Latinas actively working to
create a better quality of life for Hispanics.
THE FOCAL POINT
MANA members want to inform people in
the Rio Grande Valley of the growing risk of
contracting HIV and AIDS for the Hispanic
population.
“We’re finding that many young Latina
adolescents are contracting the HIV virus,”
said Reyes.
Zavala feels, based on statistics, there is a
real urgency in making the community aware
of the growing HIV infection rate among
Hispanic youth between the ages of 13 and 24.
“Here in South Texas, statistics that I saw
last year show that there are fifteen thousand
reported cases of HIV infections,” said Zavala.
“It’s my understanding that for every reported
case two are unreported so you’re talking

about forty-five thousand cases. We’re at
almost epidemic crisis here in HIV
infections.”
According to statistics compiled by the
CDC, Hispanics accounted for 15 percent of
the population in 2001, and 21 percent of
reported AIDS cases in adolescents ages 13 to
19 were Hispanics. There were 4,428
adolescents and 28,665 persons aged 20 to 24
reported with AIDS as of December 2001.
“When I had the opportunity to accept this
grant, I didn’t even think twice about it
because I really feel that we do need to
educate the community in this area,” said
Zavala.
The primary focus of the forum is
education, but the main objective is to develop
a group of youth leaders who will continue to
raise awareness of HIV infections.
“The forum is really an opportunity to
educate our youth but the outcome that we
hope to obtain...is to develop a core group of
youth leaders who will become peer
educators,” she said. “Because many times
youth learn best from their peers.”
HERMANITAS LEND A HAND IN
FUTURE PROJECTS
MANA de Hidalgo County’s Hermanitas is
a mentoring and leadership program for young
Latinas ages 11 to 17. As part of the

See HIV page 6
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First-year Bronc blazing at the plate
Freshman Louie Alamia ties hit streak record of
22 games set in 1975
Although his old streak came to an end,
Alamia is nearly halfway to his old total,
with a nine-game hit streak running.
The University of Texas-Pan American
The freshman is batting .427 and has
Bronc baseball team didn’t expect
recorded at least one hit in 28 out of the
freshmen Louie Alamia to tie a school
last 29 games. Alamia has 47 hits in 110
record this year.
at bats and has scored 26 runs this season.
Alamia was one hit short of breaking
He is one of the major forces on a team
the record that Joe Hernandez set in 1975.
that already won more games than in all
Both had 22-game hitting streaks, and
of 2002. The Broncs are 17-20 and much
current coach Willie Gawlik said he was
improved in Gawlik’s first season, after a
rooting for his young outfielder.
15-win season last year. But Alamia is
“We wished he got the record,” Gawlik quick to downplay his success at the plate.
said.
“I didn’t even look at breaking or tying
Alamia, an Edinburg North
records” he said. “Everything fell
High graduate, saw his streak
into place, and I’m going to
come to an end March 29
continue to play the way I have all
against Dallas Baptist.
season.”
“The most important thing
Before coming to play with the
the day of the game was to go
Broncs, Alamia garnered a number
out and to win it,” Alamia said.
of awards over the course of his
“This is my first year. I didn’t
high school career. As a senior, he
expect to tie or break records.”
was name Most Valuable Player
Regardless of what he
and Male Athlete of the Year by
expected to accomplish in his
The Monitor.
Louie Alamia
first season at UTPA, Alamia
He also earned All-Area honors
now finds himself in the UTPA record
four times and was twice named to the
books under one of the more prestigious
All-Bay Area Team. During his career at
headings.
Edinburg North Alamia played under
“I didn’t even know about the record
Mike Duffey, a former Bronc player
until The Monitor had brought it up,”
himself.
Gawlik said. “He just kept on hitting
Despite his first year success, Alamia is
away.”
already planning out the rest of his career
Despite Tuesday’s 7-3 loss to the
as a Bronc baseball player.
defending national champion Texas
“For next year, I plan to play the best of
Longhorns, Alamia still managed to
my abilities and let it play as it goes,” he
record one hit and score one run.
said.

By JUAN FLORES
The Pan American

Photo by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

UTPA’s Louie Alamia crosses home plate against Texas A&M-Kingsville April 1.

Conference play eventual possibility at UTPA
By ED CHRNKO
The Pan American

the years, Weidner and his staff have
managed to put together a model
compliance program that has become
When college sports teams start their
mimicked in several universities across the
conference play, a handful of outcasts
country. This program helped Pan Am
continue to work through a schedule that
overcome the probations and violations of
contains other independent teams. This
the past to gain NCAA certification in July
school is a member of that group, but that
1998. Weidner is confident that the
might change some day.
university will have no problem in the
The challenges facing the University of
upcoming peer review of the school in
Texas-Pan American in getting into an
order to maintain its certification. The next
athletic conference
step is to search for a
have been
home.
documented
UTPA has been
caustically by local
actively trying to find
media in recent
its way into a
years, but the
conference and the
university has made
measures implemented
recent strides toward
by Weidner and the
lobbying for a
athletic program have
conference slot for
increased the
all of its athletic
university’s chances
programs.
by putting in place a
UTPA Athletic
solid infrastructure on
Director William
several levels. The
- William Weidner, UTPA Athletic
Weidner was put in
Broncs were in
Director
charge of turning
various conferences in
around the tarnished
the past, including
image of Pan Am’s
most recently the Sun
athletics programs over four years ago. The Belt Conference in the 1990s. They are
endeavor is not over, but Weidner has
currently independent.
managed to polish the university’s
At the moment, the only UTPA team in a
reputation and turn it into solid studentconference is the men’s tennis team which
athlete programs.
calls the Southland Conference home.
UTPA is up for peer review again this
Pan Am head tennis coach Todd
year, a process that is done in cycles. Over
Chapman explained that competing in a

“

It will happen,
but I can’t say
when. It’s not a
gloom-and-doom
situation.

“
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conference is “very beneficial.”
“It gives us, no matter what, the
opportunity to know that our season is not
over if we don’t do well at the beginning
of the season,” said Chapman. “If you’re
an independent, you know you have to play
well all season to get an at-large bid.”
Last season the men’s basketball team
won 20 games but did not receive a bid to
a postseason tournament.
Chapman also explained that the
recruiting process is simplified when a
university belongs to a conference in
addition to the fact that there are fewer
scheduling conflicts and a team is
guaranteed more home games.
UTPA men’s basketball head coach Bob
Hoffman agreed that one of the benefits of
being in a conference is that the chance at
a guaranteed bid as conference tournament
champ is locked in. That’s how Sam
Houston State, the University of North
Texas and other small Texas schools have
made the NCAAs in recent years.
Despite not being in a conference the
men were able to schedule a few quality
teams during the second half of the season.
However, Hoffman said that being in a
league doesn’t always mean that a team is
guaranteed a spot in the post-season.
Weidner’s ultimate goal is to get all of
Pan Am’s sports teams in a conference.
The Southland Conference appears to be
one of the most attractive at the moment
although UTPA is not focusing on just one
conference and is keeping its options open.

“The Southland is viable, if it occurred,”
Weidner said. “We’re talking with
conferences across the board. This
institution is committed and very open to
having discussions to enhance our chances
of getting into a conference.”
Weidner said that when and if UTPA
manages to join a conference, the
university would then gain national
attention. Weidner hopes for more
exposure, from a conference, some day.
“It will happen, but I can’t say when,”
Weidner said. “It’s not a gloom-and-doom
situation.”
The athletic director explained that
joining a conference is not just a matter of
settling for the first door that pops open.
“It also has to be right for us too,” said
Weidner, who explained that presidents of
conference schools make the decisions
about who gets in and who does not.
“We worry about the things we can
control,” he said.
At the moment, issues facing UTPA are
not having a football, and its geographic
isolation. However, Weidner is optimistic
that if Southland universities decide to take
more care of the needs of their other
athletic programs and de-emphasize
football, then UTPA’s lack of a football
team would become a non-issue.
“It’s something that’s important to us,”
Weidner said of joining a conference. “It
will open up other opportunities for us and
we see other teams from UTPA going to
NCAAs.”

sports
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continued from page 16

get on the field,” Garza said.
Even his father thinks that he is a handful for
the opposite teams.
“It is hard to strike him out because he always
makes contact with the ball,” said Garza’s father.
“He is not the stronger batter, but he will make
contact a lot.”
Sáenz and Peña have not seen as many innings
of action, but will still do whatever is necessary
for them to help the team. Peña is a third baseman
who is still improving his game while Sáenz is
serving double-duty as the team’s designated hitter
and as a relief pitcher.
“I made the adjustment to pitch this year to help
the team because we don’t have enough pitchers,”
he said. “It feels good to pitch again because I
also had not pitched since high school and
whatever I can do to help the team I’ll do.”
There are six other players from the Valley on
this year’s roster. Senior starting pitcher Travis
Parker and freshman Otis Powers are both from
Brownsville, whereas junior Aldo Alonzo,
freshmen Aaron Guerra, Robert Martinez and
Louie Alamia are all from Edinburg.
Earlier Alamia tied the school record for when
he hit safely in 22 consecutive games and
currently leads the team with a .427 batting
average and is second in slugging with a .564
percentage.
Many parents are happy their sons stayed close
to home and are very proud to see them play for
the Broncs.
“It is good for them to stay close to home and
play at this level,” said Garza’s father. "They can
get support from their families."
“I think Valley players draw the crowd and if
they are from here and good enough to play for the
Broncs, they should definitely stay here,” said
Marcy Alamia, Louie’s mother. “We’re proud of
him and we’re happy we get to see him play.”

Page 14

UTPA’s Salvo wins seventh straight
Broncs blank Centenary to improve record to 11-6
By NADER M. SIAM
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan
American men’s tennis team blanked
Centenary 7-0 for an astounding
victory at the Cox Tennis Center on
Saturday.
With the shutout, the Broncs have
won seven out of their last nine
matches, and improved their overall
record to 11-6 and their Southland
Conference mark to 2-2.
Sophomore Jeremy Salvo picked up
his seventh consecutive singles win
and his fourth straight doubles victory
to help lead UTPA over the Gents.
“I felt like if we came out and
played well today, we would win,”
said UTPA head coach Todd Chapman.
The Broncs swept all three doubles
matches to pick up the doubles point.
The clincher came when senior Matt
Gower was victorious at number two
singles.
Freshman Oliver Steil picked up his
11th victory in his last 13 matches,
dominating Charlie Matter 6-0, 6-0, at
number four singles.
“We’re 2-2 in the conference with a
big match against UTSA next
Saturday,” Chapman said. “With a win,
we can tie for second in the
conference. We also go to Rice on
Wednesday. Rice is in the top 30 in the
nation, so we have a big week ahead of

us.”
The UTPA men’s tennis team also
played the nationally-ranked Texas
A&M-Corpus Christi at the HEB
Tennis Center on Friday, and dropped
a disappointing match 5-2 to the
Islanders.
The doubles team of Salvo and Steil
picked up a win at number two
doubles, beating 9-8 (8-6). The
victory is the third win by the
Salvo/Steil combo, and the duo
remains undefeated in doubles action
this season.
Despite the win by Salvo and Steil,
UTPA was unable to pick up the
doubles point.
“Losing the doubles point cost us
some momentum,” Chapman said.
UTPA’s men’s team also received the
distinguished honor of having a player
named the Southland Conference
Men’s Tennis Player of the Week for
the third time this season, as Canadanative Salvo picked up the award.
Salvo won all four of his matches
last week, and it was the second
consecutive week in which he has won
all four of his matches.
“I’m happy that Jeremy had the
opportunity to be honored,” Chapman
said. “Jeremy’s peaking at the right
time and hopefully, he’ll carry this
over into the last few weeks of our
season.”
The Broncs will face one of their

toughest matches of the season April
12 when they face the University of
Texas-San Antonio at the Cox Tennis
Center at 3 p.m.
Women
The University of Texas-Pan
American women’s tennis team
defeated Centenary, 4-3, at the Cox
Tennis Center on April 5 and improved
their record to 5-14 on the season.
Senior Elisabet Mateos, sophomore
Ana Peña, sophomore Kathryn Waslen
and freshman Elysia Sloan all won
there doubles matches, respectively.
UTPA was also successful in
winning the four and five singles
matches. At four, junior Jessica Brown
won 7-5, 6-2, and at five, junior Julie
Fife prevailed 6-2, 6-2.
“We came out and played well in the
doubles, and I was pleased,” Chapman
said. “Kathryn and Elysia played as
well in doubles as they’ve played all
year. We hadn’t played in two weeks,
and when you have that long a break,
you don’t know how your team will
respond.”
The Lady Broncs return to action
against TAMUCC on April 12 at 9:30
a.m., and will wrap up the 2002-2003
season April 16 when they host
McNeese State at 1:30 p.m. Both
matches will be played at UTPA’s Cox
Tennis Center,
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Chi-Alpha members Prolific Eastman
congregate together learning dean role
you do not learn how to serve, then you
cannot be a leader.”
Jaramillo, who joined the organization
Sometimes it seems that religions
in Fall 2001, found a different
oppose each other in trying to prove they
perspective on leadership in Chi-Alpha.
have the right idea about a higher power.
Once she was shy, but being a part of the
Also, different Christian denominations
group changed that.
display this intermittent antagonism. The
“I’ve always considered myself a
variety of religions can overwhelm a
follower,” Jaramillo said. “I’m not a
person trying to find a spiritual identity. A natural leader, but here they train us to
solution for many has become nonbe leaders and to serve. My pastor saw
denominational churches, which practice
something in me and now I’m treasurer.
Christianity without narrowing to a
It’s a lot of work and it’s hard
particular doctrine.
sometimes, but now I know I can so
Chi-Alpha is a non-denominational
more. I’m not just a regular student
Christian organization at the University of anymore.”
Texas-Pan American with a focus on
However, serving others is not always
fellowship, evangelism, and a working
easy for members, Jaramillo explained.
agreement with God.
Chi-Alpha teaches to serve from the
“Chi-Alpha’s message is that having a
heart and in the right spirit.
relationship with God is most important,”
“Sometimes it can be hard to serve,”
said treasurer Adriana Jaramillo, a
Jaramillo explained. “Sometimes you’re
sophomore education major. “We want to
just not in the mood. You’re tired or
stressed out.
You have to
remember
there is a
purpose to
what you're
doing. You
remember
God and
what he did
for us.”
Chi-Alpha
has also
helped
change it's
members and
made them
not only
better
Christians,
but better
people too.
Jaramillo
said being a
part of the
organization
has changed
her in many
ways.
Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American
“My faith
is greater
VISUAL AID— A member of Chi-Alpha hosts an outreach on campus titled
now. I’m
“The Truth According to Superman,” held Tuesday afternoon at the Union.
more
disciplined
for studying and everything. I’m a little
get people to know Jesus and his spirit.
bit more outgoing. I’m more confident in
Jesus is God’s son. He came to this world
who I am and I know who I’m serving,
to save us and died for our sins. He
Jesus,” Jaramillo said.
already paid the price. When we accept
Lima, a methodist, has also been
him, he redeems us.”
affected positively by Chi-Alpha. He
The organization’s main goal is to teach
regularly attended church, but still felt
people about God. Vice-president Etem
like something was missing.
Chu, a senior biology major, feels the
“I was just warming up the bench,”
most important thing about Chi-Alpha is
Lima said. “I wasn’t doing anything for
getting the opportunity to talk to people
God. When I came to Chi-Alpha I say
about what Jesus can do for them.
young people who loved God. Now I’m
“Chi-Alpha is all about bringing people
to God,” Chu said. “We go to people using really doing something for God. I’m out
drugs and tell them Jesus can save them.
of the comfort zone.”
We go out and tell people who have had
Lima leads a Bible study on Thursdays
their hearts broken and tell them Jesus can from 12 to 1 p.m. in the business building
heal their hearts. We tell them there is true room 121. His Bible studies, which are
freedom in Jesus.”
held in discussion form, focus on teaching
Another important goal is to become
members the basics.
leaders who serve.
“We use the Bible to prepare the
“The motto of the ministry is to raise up lessons,” Lima said. “We teach practical
student leaders who are going to be
things like to pray for fifteen minutes
apostolic servant leaders,” Chu said. “If
By AMELIA GARCIA
The Pan American

By ADRIANA MARTINEZ
The Pan American
The words "research paper" usually send
most University of Texas-Pan American
students into a panic. One research paper, let
alone 76, typically drives students to the
library 24 hours before the paper is due.
Dr. Michael Eastman, formerly regent’s
professor of chemistry at North Arizona
University (NAU), has published more than
76 research papers and a patent on micro
cantilever sensors. But that’s only the
beginning of Eastman’s accomplishments. In
January Eastman was named dean of the
College of Science and Engineering at UTPA.
“My principal goal is to increase
opportunities for students, faculty, and staff
members,” Eastman said.
Eastman obtained his bachelor’s degree in
chemistry in 1963 from Carleton College and
earned a doctoral degree in physical chemistry
from Cornell University in 1968. From 196870, Eastman attended Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory for postdoctoral research.
Besides 15 years at NAU, Eastman’s
previous job positions include associate
professor of chemistry and vice-president for
Academic Affairs at The University of TexasEl Paso. He was chair of the department of
chemistry at NAU. Now he hopes to use his
skills and experience to create opportunities
for his college.
“There are several aspects to this,” said
Eastman. “You have to have excellent
teaching; encourage students by creating
scholarship and internship opportunities; and
create research opportunities.”
The College of Science and Engineering is
composed of the departments of biology,
chemistry, computer science, electrical
engineering, manufacturing engineering,
mathematics, mechanical engineering, and
physics. Also included are programs for predental and pre-medical students. Chemistry
also has a plan of study for pre-pharmacy
students.
Dr. Rodolfo Arevalo, vice president/provost
for Academic Affairs, stated that Eastman
would be an asset to the College of Science
everyday, (and) to read every day. It’s for
beginners.”
The Bible study is followed by worship.
Lima explained that the objective is to
teach the members the word of God.
“We want to get the word of God into
their hearts,” Lima said. “(For them) to
learn more about and understand the
purpose of God. We try to help them like
that.”
Chu also leads a Bible study held in
Bronc Village on Tuesdays at 7 p.m. Chu
said she prays to know what to study at
each meeting. The studies focus on issues
that members deal with daily.
“We talk about so many different things
like maybe abusive relationships,” Chu
said. “It’s about the will of God for
people’s lives. We go through the Bible to
see how it’s relevant for us today and
practice it.”
Chu’s Bible study is also followed by
worship. Chu explained that the group is
small so that they can bond and become
close. They become like a family and help
each other in anyway they can. The Bible

Dr. Michael Eastman
and Engineering and the university.
“Dr. Eastman’s many years of experience
will assist the college in improving its degree
programs and beginning the development of a
doctoral program in such areas as biology,
mathematics, engineering, and the integrations
of interdisciplinary activities,” Arevalo said.
In addition to his administrative duties,
Eastman has received research funding from
organizations such as Robert A. Welch
Foundation, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), the Hewlett
Packard Corporation and the Medi-Flex
Corporation.
As indicated by Arevalo, Eastman’s
expertise in grant development and writing
should help increase the number of grants and
conducted research for the college.
With the incorporation of many more grant
programs and research projects, Eastman
hopes to increase one-on-one relationships
between faculty and students, who often work
on grants and projects together.
“I would like to have as many students as
possible to have undergraduate experience,”
Eastman said. “There are many opportunities
in each field, and each department has to
develop that mix of teaching and research that
works best for the students.”

study is held in the form of a discussion.
“It’s not about me teaching. We
encourage (members) to ask questions so
they can gain knowledge,” Chu said.
“They know they are being taught the
truth. If they have a doubt and don’t ask,
it remains a doubt. Faith cannot grow if
there is unbelief. I’ve discovered in the
number of years that I’ve been a Christian
that if you are not grounded then you are
like a leaf blown about the wind.”
Chi-Alpha also holds recreational
gatherings throughout the semester. On
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. Chi-Alpha hosts
The Call, a service and worship led by
Nations Assembly Pastor Ruben Aguillon.
On Tuesdays Chi-Alpha has lunch with
international students to help them feel
more at home.
“We help them get acquainted with the
Valley and help them with anything else
they might need,” Jaramillo said.
Chi-Alpha also participates in outreach
programs around the United States and in
Mexico. Chu, who has been to Miami,
Mexico, and is planning on going to

See CHI-ALPHA page 6
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Has coverage of the war in
Iraq caused you to have
more anxiety or stress?

Campus
VO I C E

Jessica Ysasi
English
Senior
It causes stress because it makes us
think about the future. It also brings the
idea of death and chaos close to you. It
makes me think about life in the present
not so far away.

Denisse Morales Saldivar
International Business
Senior
Definitely, it has caused me much more
stress than usual because innocent
people from the Valley have been affected
by a war in which we are still trying to
figure out the motives behind it.

Maylin Gerardo
Nursing
Junior
I believe that anything that goes
around us affects us directly or
indirectly. This definitely is one of the
events that causes stress but you
learn to live with it through support
groups and prayers.

Alfonso Liguez
Social Work
Graduate
Not really. This just happens to be a
new experience that we don’t
expect. I’m concerned for the
families and troops currently at war.
I pray for them. I have cousins who
I am concerned for; they may be
deployed.

Magdiel Fajardo
Manufacturing Engineering
Freshman
Sometimes it’s stressing because
the images of war are disturbing and
that affects us in a strange way.
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McAllen cleanup done

By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American
Individuals around the Rio Grande Valley
rolled up their sleeves and put on their gloves to
join millions of people around the nation who
participated in the Keep America Beautiful’s
Great American Cleanup last Saturday, April 5.
For the last seven years, the local version of
the event has happened through affiliation of
Keep McAllen Beautiful (KMB) with Keep
Texas Beautiful and Keep America Beautiful.
This year local activities began with The Great
American Cleanup & Don’t Mess with Texas
Trash-off at McAllen’s Municipal Park.
According to Chris Lash of KMB, litter
pickup was augmented by a plan to also clean
ditches. Street sweepers also canvassed the city,
and graffiti busters, a city graffiti crew, were out
to clean up graffiti around the areas.
School campuses also participated by
cleaning up their campuses. In addition, some
of the schools decided to plant trees and flowers
to beautify their campus. A picnic was held in
the park after the cleanup.
“Anyone can participate in this activity,”
Lash said. “We get civic groups, church groups,
local businesses, schools, individuals....pretty
much anyone.”
However, there were no UTPA groups signed
up to attend the cleanup. Lash noted that
individuals do go on their own, but that he’d
love to see UTPA students signed up to
participate in the future.
“KMB's goal is to develop and expand
awareness of proper waste reduction practices
such as recycling, litter prevention, and
beautification and preservation of our
environment,” Lash said. “The benefits to the
cleanup are several; it educates the public on
the importance of not littering, it teaches
volunteers to care for our environment, it

exposes youth to volunteerism, it brings out to
the open how litter affects our communities.”
This year marked the 50th anniversary of
Keep America Beautiful, Inc., a national,
nonprofit public education organization seeking
to use community partnerships dedicated to
empowering individuals to take greater
responsibility for enhancing their environments.
Last year, nearly 2.3 million people volunteered
for Keep America Beautiful’s Great American
Cleanup™.
Keep America Beautiful initially began in
1953 when a group of corporate and civic
leaders met in New York City to discuss
bringing public and private sectors together to
develop and promote a national cleanliness
ethic. In the following years, public service
announcements were made to publicize
problems the group wanted to tackle. By the
late 1970s, Keep America Beautiful had grown
to a nationally known and respected
organization.
In 2003, President George W. Bush named
Honorary Chair of Keep America Beautiful’s
Great American Cleanup.
“As Keep America Beautiful celebrates 50
years of improving communities nationwide in
2003, we’re thrilled that citizens have
responded to the Great American Cleanup with
this wellspring of volunteerism and
commitment,” said G. Raymond Empson,
president of Keep America Beautiful.
“In the true spirit of leadership and action,
our volunteers are motivating and educating
others on the importance of individual
responsibility, calling on each of us to be
stewards of the environment. The 2003 Great
American Cleanup will be a highlight of Keep
America Beautiful’s 50th anniversary, as we
build even more support for communities
through volunteer participation,” Empson said.
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“There is a time in everybody’s life when we
need an objective reference,” Hampton said.
“Some of us have that in family and friends, but
sometimes we need to talk to someone removed
from the situation.”
The benefits of receiving counseling can be
very great and can allow people with disorders
to live better lives.
“Many students have been able to continue
their education and improve their quality of
living because of counseling,” Hampton
explained. “Is it helpful? Yes. Is it beneficial?
Yes, but you can’t just come to counseling and
expect it to be a magical answer. It’s work, not
only by the counselor, but the student client,
too.”
Possible Causes
A study done by psychologists at Kansas
State University examined trends among
students seeking psychological help from 1988
to 2001 and found that college students report
more stress, depression, and suicidal thoughts.
Hampton said that since he came to UTPA in
1994 he, too, has noticed that the cases of
anxiety, depression. and stress have increased.
“Before we dealt with students who were
having trouble with their classes, relationships,
time-management skills, test-taking skills, and
things of that sort,” Hampton said. “Now,
though, we deal more with students who have
mental disorders, depression, and suicidal
thoughts.”
Hampton explained that society demands a
lot from young people and disorders can often
begin from when students are in junior high or
high school.
“Society puts a tremendous emphasis on
achievement and our students live in a very
competitive world,” Hampton said. “Students
are under a lot more pressure then they used to
be. They have many important decisions to
make under very stressful circumstances.”
Hampton explained that just the process of
getting into college has become very difficult
and competitive.
You have to apply to the schools and then
prove your worthiness to get in to the school
you want,” Hampton said. “As a result a lot of
young people are doing so much more now.
ACT and SAT scores are important as well as
your class rank and graduating with honors.
Then it is important to be an athlete or do some
kind of performing arts, do community service,
and prove yourself as a demonstrated leader.
That’s a lot of pressure.”
Hampton explained that young people are
uptight before they even reach college and then
have to deal with the difficulties of college life.
By the time you get to college, you are
already stressed out,” he said. “Then college is a
breeding ground for stress and anxiety. The
expectations of college life are very different
than from high school. You have more
independence and responsibilities.”
Hampton believes that society’s high
expectations are constructing a world that fuels
mental disorders.
“We are creating a climate expectation that
feeds the development of a stressed-out,
anxious, depressed student,” he said.
But not all mental disorders are a product of
an individual's surroundings. Mental disorders
often are inherited, and the counseling center
screens students for this possibility.
Research indicates that some disorders are
genetically predisposed,” Hampton said. “We
always ask students if any disorders run in the
family. If they do then there is a big possibility
that they can get it, too. Those students should
be more aware of that.”
Dealing with War
During times such as these, when the country
is at war and under terrorist alert, it is normal
for people to feel more anxiety than usual.
However, there are ways of coping, and
reducing that anxiety.

Anxiety disorders are the most common mental illness in America, afflicting over 19
million people annually, according to the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH).

TYPES OF ANXIETY DISORDERS
There are a variety of anxiety disorders
that people struggle with. While many
people may suffer the same symptoms
and complications caused by an
anxiety disorder, the complications are
not considered a disorder until they
affect an individual’s quality of life.
• Panic Disorder - Repeated episodes
of intense fear that strike often and
without warning. Physical symptoms
include chest pain, heart palpitations,
shortness of breath, dizziness,
abdominal distress, feelings of
unreality, and fear of dying.
• Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder Repeated, unwanted thoughts or
compulsive behaviors that seem
impossible to stop or control.
• Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Persistent symptoms that occur after
experiencing a traumatic even such as
rape or other criminal assault, war, child
abuse, natural disasters, or crashes.
Nightmares, flashbacks, numbing of
emotions, depressions, and feeling
angry, irritable or distracted and being
easily startled are common.
• Phobias - Two major types of phobias
are social phobia and specific phobia.
SOURCE: National Institute of Mental Health

People with social phobia have an
overwhelming and disabling fear of
scrutiny, embarrassment, or humiliation
in social situations, which leads to
avoidance of many potentially
pleasurable and meaningful activities.
People with specific phobia experience
extreme, disabling, and irrational fear of
something that poses little or no actual
danger. The fear leads to avoidance of
objects that can cause people to limit
their lives unnecessarily.
• Generalized Anxiety Disorder Constant, exaggerated worrisome
thoughts and tension about everyday
routine life events and activities, lasting
at least six months. Almost always
anticipating the worst even though
there is little reason to expect it.
Physical symptoms include fatigue
trembling, muscle tension, headache or
nausea.
NIMH reports that it is common for an
anxiety disorder to accompany other
mental disorders, such as depression,
eating disorders, substance abuse, or
another anxiety disorder. Often the
anxiety disorders coexist with physical
illness as well. In such a case the
accompanying disorders must be
treated as well.

“They are the last things thing you see before
you go to bed then you are not going to rest
very well,” he said. “The images stay with you
and cause stress and negative emotions.”
Hampton said that it is also important to
protect children from the constant bombardment
of war coverage.
“Even adults don’t understand war,” he said.
“We need to protect our kids from seeing it, but
of course they are going to catch some of it. We
need to explain things to them in simple ageappropriate terms and answer their questions in
ways that they can understand. Otherwise they
misinterpret it and that can harm them
emotionally and mentally.”
Hampton explained that for teenagers
watching some of the war coverage can be
helpful, but too much of it can be harmful.
“It can be a good learning tool for teens, but
watching too much of it can create more stress
for them,” he said. “Children already have so
many other stresses, like passing their classes
and being liked by their peers. They don’t need
anything added to that. However, it is important
that teens understand what is going on.”
Hampton explained that the war can cause
stress and anxiety for everybody and no matter
on what side they stand, there is one thing
everyone can agree on.
“As a community, a nation, a universe, we
hold various opinions on whether the war is a
good thing or bad thing, but we all hope it can
be quick,” he said. “Pro-war or anti-war, I think
everyone will agree. We hope it’ll be resolved
quickly and with the least amount of stress and
harm to everyone.”
Hampton stated that dealing with mental
disorders is not easy, but whether they have had
anxiety for a long time or are starting to deal
with it because of these uncertain times, there is
hope for everyone.
“Students’ success depends on their skills.
Some students already learned how to manage
stress, make decisions, and how to let go of the
things they don’t have control over. Some
haven’t,” he said. “However, the good news is
that everyone can learn how to cope with these
things.”

harm. Limit it. We are responsible for a lot of
“People’s reactions to the war are so
things during the day. Some people might find
different,” Hampton said. “It is important for
themselves over-stressed and tired from
everyone’s health that they find a way to deal
watching too much of it. It can interfere with
with it.”
daily living.”
In order to lessen anxiety, Hampton
Hampton explained that the graphic, lasting
suggested that people limit the amount of time
images shown during frequent news reports can
they spent concentrating and informing
cause more stress and anxiety.
themselves about the latest developments
regarding war in
Iraq.
“I believe it‘s
important to be
informed about
what it is going
on. However, it
would benefit
everyone to limit
the time we spend
on it,” Hampton
said. “I don’t
mean to be
disrespectful to
the media, but
people do not
have to see the
networks showing
hand-to-hand
combat.”
Hampton
explained that
there is more
happening in the
world other than
the ongoing
conflict, and
watching too
much of the war
coverage can be
unhealthy.
“I’m as guilty
as anyone in
wanting to see
Gabriel O. Hernandez/The Pan American
what’s going on,”
TERROR TALK— Main speaker (standing) Richard Costello addresses the crowd on terrorism readiness at
he said. “But you
the Student Union Theater Wednesday. Panel speakers included (left to right) Director of Student Health
have to live, too.
Services Rick Gray, Director of University Relations Julia Benitez-Sullivan, and Chief of Police Howard Miller.
If you’re engaged
The forum speakers discussed campus preparedness for possible crises.
in it constantly it
can do you some
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Breast cancer rates
focus of research

Lower rate in Latino women applauded, and its causes discussed
by local science teams

By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American

The Valley is fast becoming one of the regional
centers of action for the growing health care industry.
From professional research centers to new hospitals
to university graduate programs in certain health
sciences, the area is making a name for itself in this
regard, drawing in money and talent gradually. The
latest news adds to that pile of press clippings and
promises for the future.
The University of Texas-Brownsville/Texas
Southmost College (UTB/TSC) is teaming up with
the University of Texas School of Public Health at
Houston. The two universities received a $1 million
grant from the Department of Defense Breast Cancer
Research Program of the U.S. Army Medical
Research and Materiel Command's Office of the
Congressionally Medical Research Programs.
The money will serve as funding for a four-year
collaborative study of the low incidence of breast
cancer in Hispanic women.
This will mark the first time a clinical study will be
conducted at UTB/TSC. DR. Gerson Peltz is an
associate professor of biological sciences at
UTB/TSC and principal investigator for the project.
The project will focus on the breast cancer risk
among Hispanic women, according to Gerson.
“There are few studies addressing breast cancer in

Hispanic population, moreover among MexicanAmerican women,” Peltz said. “Although the rates of
breast cancer in Hispanic women are lower than in
white American and African-American women, does
not mean that the rates in Hispanic women are low.”
Peltz explained the study will address the
identification of risk factors affecting Hispanic
women. Another goal is to determine the
relationships of diet habits, body composition, and
sex-related hormones blood levels with breast cancer
among Hispanic women. The project will evaluate
1,500 Hispanic women, with 500 breast cancer cases
and 1,000 control group members.
Participants in the study will be identified through
the Mammography Center at Valley Baptist Medical
Center in Harlingen.
“We hope to identify risk factors affecting
Mexican-American women in order to
contribute in the reduction of the number of cases
of breast cancer in our community,” Peltz said.
Students at UTB/STC will be exposed to the
development of epidemiologic study and the research
environment but they will not participate as subjects
of the study.
According to the National Women’s Health
Resources Center, there is no way to prevent breast
cancer in women, however, the best chance a woman
has to fight breast cancer is to find it and treat it as
early as possible.
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Precautionary steps to take
to find breast cancer
* at age 40, begin having annual screening mammograms
* after age 20, have a nurse or other health care
professional examine your breasts every year
* be familiar with how your breasts feel and what is
“normal” for you; examine your breasts every
month, and see a health care professional if you feel
or see any changes that don’t go away after one menstrual cycle
* eat a healthy diet rich in fruits and vegetables, maintain your ideal body weight, exercise regularly, and
drink in moderation, if at all
* frequent and regular physical exercise, at work and
at leisure, has been shown in some studies to
decrease breast cancer risk; however, this effect has
not been firmly established
To make sure you get the best possible mammogram, look for the FDA certificate, which should be
prominently displayed at the facility. Facilities not
meeting FDA requirements may not lawfully perform mammogram
- Graphic: Gabriel O. Hernandez
SourceEditorial staff of National Women’s Health Resources Center

Hispanic hesitance lessening with time
ORGAN DONATION
FACTS
■ There are more than 80,000 Americans
awaiting organ transplants.
■ In 1992 there were 2,519 Hispanics on
transplant waiting lists.
■ By 2002 the number had increased to more
than 11,000.
■ In 2001, 714 Hispanics died waiting for
organs.
■ Hispanics make up 11 percent of organ

donors.

SOURCE: United Network for Organ Sharing

By EDWINA P. GARZA
The Pan American
On March 22, Jeremie Espinosa of
Edinburg died in a car accident. He
was 18 years old. In their moment of
grief, the Espinosa family thought past
their loss and donated all of his organs,
according to Rev. Michael Annunziato
of Sacred Heart Catholic Church.
This act has not been common among
Hispanics in the past, but it is growing
in popularity lately. From 1992 to 2002,
the number of Hispanics on the United
Network for Organ Sharing list
increased from 2,519 to 11,200. Still,
many Hispanics feel uneasy about
discussing the topic of organ donation.
According to an article from the
Catholic Health Association of the
USA, out of the 80,000 Americans
awaiting an organ, 11,000 are Hispanic.
In 2001, 714 of Hispanic men, women
and children died because there weren't
enough donors. Hispanics make up 11
percent of organ donors.
With these statistics, several
organizations throughout the country
are educating Hispanics and trying to
determine why so many Hispanics do
not wish to donate, or perhaps at times,
even receive organs.
Maro Cruz of San Antonio is a
former Texas Organ Sharing Alliance
volunteer and has spoken to many
members of the community in the
Valley. Cruz says the hesitance may be
attributed to cultural beliefs and general
feelings about death.

“No one likes to talk about death,”
Cruz said. “Hispanics are extremely
superstitious, and the moment you
mention death they start knocking on
wood.”
Aside from speaking to the
community at health fairs, Cruz was
also able to talk with youths by going
to schools and talking about the
importance of organ donor awareness.
“The younger generations are
becoming more educated and are not as
skeptical,” Cruz said.
The unwillingness to discuss death or
what to do with the body is
understandable, Cruz said. But it is
simply just a fact of life that must be
dealt with.
“The more you know, the less
ignorant you are,” Cruz said. “The less
ignorant you are, the less likely you are
to make wrong choices.”
In the article by CHAUSA, David
Fleming of the Coalition on Donation
said many Hispanics who were both for
and against organ donation were
misinformed or uninformed. Due to this
finding, the coalition and several
organizations are trying to educate
Hispanics with literature.
Just as TOSA, the coalition has
stopped discussing statistics and
numbers on who's donating, and started
to concentrate on helping people
understand the process. Many Hispanics
are unsure about when an organ
donation occurs, Cruz said.
“They think no one will help keep
them alive in a hospital,” Cruz said.

“There's so much mistrust. There
needs to be a huge effort to provide
information to tell the truth.”
Many people have the misconception
that being an organ donor will cause a
patient to be mistreated in a hospital.
Another big concern is religious
beliefs.
For years, many Hispanics have held
onto the idea that if a person dies
without a heart or any other organ, God
won't allow that body into heaven. This
belief would make organ donation or
receiving a foreign object into the body
becomes against the Catholic religion.
This is not true, according to local
religious leaders.
“Religion is a big factor that inhibits
a decision,” said Fr. Michael Powell of
St. John the Baptist Catholic Church in
San Juan.
Powell said organ donation is a new
idea to Hispanics; not many are sure if
the church approves the idea.
“Many Hispanics have a fear of
death, adding to that fear is the fact that
no one plans ahead,"" said Powell. “If
no one's willing to talk about death, no
one's going to know if it's okay.”
As stated, recent numbers indicate
that Hispanics are embracing the idea
in larger numbers. Cruz said that
education is the key to rising interest in
donation.
“The main thing we've always
stressed is talking with your family,”
Cruz said. “That's the only way to get
the word out--talking with one another
to get a better understanding.”
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Informed public outcome
Difficult Spanish
of
various
freedom
acts
testing will pay off
By JENNIFER TAPIA
The Pan American

By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American

With the growing numbers of
students enrolling at the University of
Texas-Pan American, students at the
high school level are being given the
chance to gain college credits through
the Advance Placement Exam.
One exam that could have a
significance on the high school
students of the Rio Grande Valley
would be the Spanish AP Exam.
Problems have arisen because the
literature section of this AP Exam has
been revised this year, to include a
larger amount of reading selections.
The Department of Modern
Languages and Literature, along with
the ALEGRE Graduate Student
Association of the Spanish Program,
will be hosting a AP Spanish
conference for Spanish teachers in the
Spanish Advanced Placement program
around the Rio Grande Valley to help
people deal with the new addition.
Dr. Hector Romero, professor of
Hispanic Studies at UTPA, and
faculty adviser for ALEGRE, is one
of the professors who will be
attending the workshop on April 11 at
the Media Theatre. He said the
workshop will bring teachers up to
date on the new test, since most local
schools are not familiar with the new
selections.
According to Romero the College
Board revised the list of authors and
works covered in the Spanish
Literature component, and since most
of his graduate students teach Spanish
at one of the neighboring school
districts, he has learned that many of
them would welcome a workshop
where they could receive some handson orientation on the new reading list.
“I am quite familiar with the
program in my capacity as faculty
consultant for the College Board and
the Educational Testing Service,
organizations that oversee the
implementation of standards, rubrics
and testing,” Romero said. “Although
I am not a formal spokesperson for
either UTPA or the Department of
Modern Languages and Literature, I
know that the administration is a
strong supporters of the AP Program
and of building bridges between

CHI-ALPHA

UTPA and the neighboring school
districts.”
The AP Program has been a very
important tool for high school
curricula and the students. Through
the Spanish AP program, high school
students may earn up to 12 college
credits at UTPA. Although this is
somewhat less than they can get at
other universities in Texas, including
UTPA Austin, it is more than what
they could earn four years ago.
Romero hopes that this workshop
will result in better prepared AP
teachers and better prepared students,
and also serve as a recruitment and
retention tool.
“The high school students prepared
by the teachers served by this
workshop will look at UTPA as the
institution of their choice,” he said.
“Moreover, their high level of
achievement and the college credits
received will allow them to graduate
earlier than expected, and to do very
well in their major.”
The workshop presenter is Dr.
Reynaldo Jimenez from the
University of Florida, who served in
several administrative capacities with
the Spanish AP Program. From 19972001 he was the national chief faculty
consultant for the national program.
ALEGRE students will also be on
hand. WIth the support of the
department, ALEGRE allows students
the opportunities for students working
on their graduate degree to also teach
Spanish at local school districts.
“We are a very new student
association which has developed a
very ambitious agenda focused on the
improvement of our graduate program
as well as with building bridges with
local teachers,” Romero said. “We
have now organized a Literary Study
Circle which has attracted several
undergraduate students.”
In the Literary Circle, members of
ALEGRE plan to read major literary
works and discuss them in a relaxed
atmosphere, allowing them to learn
more while enjoying the works they
are discussing. ALEGRE has two
faculty advisers, Romero and Dr. Jose
M. Martinez. Romero said he
considers Irina Zuniga, group
president, the driving force behind the
group.

continued from page 3

Michigan this summer, said that being
a part of the outreaches has made Jesus
a reality for her.
“Talking about [something] doesn’t
make it a realty,” Chu said. “Seeing the
wonders and miracles of God, doing it,
living it makes it real. My best
memory is when we went to Mexico
and saw a lady who was blind in one
eye. She received her sight.”
According to Jaramillo, Chi-Alpha is
an Apostolic ministry, which means
that members believe God has healing
power.
“We believe God can heal people
and restore lives as he did mine,” she
said.
Chu explained that the outreaches

members participate in not only tell
others about God’s power to heal, but
also teach others to live by God’s
word.
“We teach them that God heals,”
Chu said. “We are training people to
do what Jesus commanded them to do,
to live holy and pure lives, lives that
are no compromised to the way the
world is, but that are biblical.”
Chi-Alpha will be holding an
outreach on campus, titled “The Truth
According to Superman”. It will be
held Tuesday April, 8 in the Student
Union Theater form 12 to 1 p.m.
For any questions about Chi-Alpha
or the outreach program, call the ChiAlpha center at (956) 318-0277.

This month marks the 30th anniversary of the
Texas Open Records Act and the 25th anniversary
of The Freedom of Information Foundation of
Texas.
Katherine Garner, executive director of the
FOIFT, said both anniversaries are important
because such open government benefits all
citizens. The foundation is working to ensure that
much of the government’s business is conducted
in public, and it has helped citizens access
meetings and documents which are part of the
public record.
“The people need to learn what they have the
right to know,” Garner said. “There tax dollars are
paying for this, so they have the right to know
what is going on.”
The Texas Open Records Act, signed into
legislation by former Texas Gov. Dolph Briscoe
Jr. in 1973, helps citizens obtain public records.
Robert Hays, communication lecture at the
University of Texas-Pan American, said the act
was signed into legislation because people wanted
more records to be made public.
Hays said this is a very important law for
people, state, county and city organizations.
Because of it, citizens are able to look up records
that the public would normally not have access to.
“This law is for all people,” Hays said. “It one
more way to open up things if we run into a
problem.”
The Open Records Act has benefited most
journalists as well. Patrick Hamilton, who worked
with the San Antonio Express-News, and also the
Associated Press, is now a continuing student at
UTPA. He has used the law twice to get records

HIV

from government officials.
“The press is appointed as the watchdog role of
society,” Hamilton said. “This is the First
Amendment; it’s the public’s main liberties.”
Hamilton said there are some setbacks
regarding the act. Such issues may be the waiting
period, and the amount of information one can
obtain by using the law.
“It’s a good last resort. If you are writing
breaking stories it really doesn’t help you out,”
Hamilton said. “It takes 10 working days to get a
response.”
Although citizens can obtain public records,
some documents and meetings are considered
classified public information. According to Hays,
legislative drafts, some law enforcement records,
student records, and closed or executive sessions
are exempt from the act.
“At a federal level, there are permanent
exemptions for national security,” Hays said.
“Right now there are a lot of issues for people
who are trying to obtain information from the
government.”
Hays said if one wants to get ahold of
information covered under the act, the individual
can request it from the agency they are seeking it
from. If the agency denies the info, the next step
is to appeal to the state attorney general.
“There is an actual form that they can fill out,”
Hays said. “If something should not be released,
they have to contact the Texas attorney general.”
Hays noted that it is considered a misdemeanor
if an agency alters or destroys such documents.
They can receive a fine from $25 to $4,000 and
confinement from a county jail from three days to
three months for an alteration, or a fine of no
more than $1,000 or confinement of no more than
six months if they destroy any public documents.

continued from page 2

requirement to receive the grant from the
NLHN the Hermanitas participated in the
welcoming ceremony.
“They will continue to be a part of that core
group of peer educators,” said Zavala.
After the conference, 36 youth and parents
signed up to volunteer for the AHORA!
Project. Volunteers and peer educators will
participate in the follow-up activities and HIV
education training. Zavala said they will have
regular meetings, the first of which is
tentatively scheduled on Saturday, April 26 at
the Valley AIDS council.
“Our organization will coordinate the
activities that the youth will be involved in,”
said Zavala. "But they will take the lead in it.”
The NLHN will provide the Hidalgo chapter
of MANA with a second year of funding to
continue the AHORA! project and develop
“doable” action items for the youth to work on.
Information from the evaluations and round
table discussions will be used to develop young
leader activities.
“Thankfully, with this additional funding we
will have some money to hire a coordinator
that will take on the responsibility and
coordinate these activities for the youth,” said
Zavala.
SPEAKERS AND ROUND TABLE
DISCUSSION
The forum consisted of eight speakers, panel
discussion, round table discussions, participant
evaluations, and a presentation on substance
abuse and STD’s by the university’s
BACCHUS & GAMMA Peer Education
Network.
Reyes said that State Rep. Aaron Pena sent
out an important message on substance abuse
by describing the tragedy of his son, who died
a few years back. She said his speech

illustrated “not just the pain, but how you can
survive.”
Ellen Gootblatt, a licensed counselor from
New York, followed Pena with a speech
addressing relationships between adolescents
and their parents, friends, or
boyfriend/girlfriend.
“Many teenagers feel that there is a
generation gap between them and their
parents,” said Zavala. “Or that parents just
don’t understand where they’re coming from.”
Gootblatt stressed that the youth should
empower themselves, and nothing is more
important than their individual health.
Other speakers were from non-profit
organizations, such as Planned Parenthood,
Texas HIV Connection and Workers Assistance
Program.
Zavala said throughout the day youth learned
from adults, but during the round table
discussions adults learned from youth. Adults
heard the adolescent perspective on topics
ranging from sexually transmitted diseases to
drug abuse.
“Facilitators for the round table discussions
consisted of a group of nursing students from
UTPA,” she said.
Other facilitators included members of
MANA, Valley AIDS Council, and the
community.
After the discussion, participants filled out
evaluations on the event. The evaluations will
be analyzed and summarized into a report that
will be sent to the NHLN and the Centers of
Disease Control and Prevention. CDC will use
the data to determine future funding for the
AHORA! project.
Anyone interested in becoming a peer
educator or who would like more information
contact Dr. Glendelia Zavala at 565-0791 or
MANAdeHidalgo@aol.com
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racy and exciting scenes.
because of Skinner’s ability to
Filled with rich language
make characters and situations
and beautiful descriptions,
come alive for readers. He
I don’t think I’ve
it is truly a testament of
said, “I wanted to write good
Skinner’s powers as a
stories, stories that said
ever invented
writer.
something about our situation,
anything that
“I don’t think I’ve ever
mostly the current state of the
invented anything that
world.”
wasn’t rooted in
wasn’t rooted in my
Many of the stories focus on
my experience.
experience,” he said.
Latinos trying to find a place in
As part of his
the world. For example, “Age
- José Skinner,
commitment to becoming a
of Copper” is about a boy who
UTPA professor/author
successful writer, Skinner
moves with his family to the
enrolled in the Iowa
United States in order to escape
Writer’s Workshop, the most prestigious
the dangerous political climate in Chile.
creative writing program in the country. He
“Flight” is about a Latino woodcutter who is
received his MFA in 2002, and he has
forced to confront his racist ideas when he
accepted a permanent teaching position at
encounters a black man on a plane.
UTPA.
Yet the jewel of the collection is
This Saturday, he will read from his work
“Archangela’s Place.” In this story, an
at Barnes & Noble Booksellers in McAllen.
American boy chronicles his father’s
The reading starts at 3 p.m. He will be on
infidelity with their Mexican maid. Some of
hand to sign copies of “Flight and Other
the stories can be considered “minimalist,”
Stories.”
but this one is fully developed and features
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gave him three weeks to promote the show.
Working together with his family, Marquez
made the show’s presentation a hit.
“It was beautiful,” he said proudly. “All
850 seats were sold for both shows, 7 and
9:30.”
Ortiz de Pinedo is not the only actor to
contact Marquez on account of his
experience in the business.
“If you offer them a good job, with
quality and at a fair price, they’ll definitely
want to contact you,” Marquez said.
Three years and 19 plays later, Marquez

is planning to branch out in the promotion
business by promoting musicians.
“Spaniard singer Rafael contacted me,”
he said. “We had a date set for March but
then he got ill and it was all cancelled.”
In the meantime, Marquez continues to
promote theater plays and hopes when he
retires, one of his daughters will take over
the business.
“I’d love to see one of them interested in
this,” he said. “But still, right now I’m
more interested in making Reynosa a more
theater-going community.”
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Zeros rock Edinburg again
“

The Unsung Zeros, a rock band
from Orlando, has made Edinburg’s
Trenton Point one of the top stops
on their touring circuit.
The band consists of four
members: Jerry Phillips, rhythm
guitar; Jason Burrows, drums; Josh
Bonner, vocals and bass; and Zach
Gehring, lead guitar. This lineup
has performed together for five
years, and they have played in
Edinburg four times.

Sam Cook, 21, a post-graduate in
mathematics from the University of
Texas-Pan American, is the
promoter for local independent
music, booked the Unsung Zeros’
first Edinburg show.
“They were on tour with Agent
Felix and they contacted somebody,
I’m not sure who,” Cook said.
“That person referred them to Blue
Light Special who I was managing
at that time and so we set up the
show and that’s how it got started.
At the first show, there were over
two hundred kids so they made sure

Kenzie Pause/Special to The Pan American
Unsung Zeros, a Florida band, performed at Trenton Point in Edinburg.

to keep coming back.”
The group’s sound has been
categorized as punk, pop-punk and
pop-rock, but the band prefers to
classify its music simply as rock.
“Old school punks like the guys
from the seventies punk rock would
always harass us and say, ‘you guys
aren’t punk rock,’” Burrows said.
“So we were like ‘we’re not,
really.’ We’re just a rock band
trying to make good songs.”
Phillips, 23, admits that the
band’s style originally leaned
toward the pop and punk categories,
but as the group matured, its music
changed.
“We wanted to broaden our
musical horizons and just play more
straightforward rock music,”
Phillips said.
The band has been touring for
almost four years, performing at
venues all over the nation. On
March 21, the group played for a
crowd of about 320 fans in
Edinburg. The group plays an
estimate of over 100 shows per year
in states including New York,
Texas, California, and Florida.
“As far as touring, that’s where
we make our money. We try to do
the whole nation over and over,”
said Burrows, 22. “We have a
couple of places where we don’t do
as well and say we lose a little
money there, we have other places
where we do really well and make
money there.”
He believes the band’s financial
success in Edinburg stems from
local audiophiles with a taste for
punk rock. Trenton Point in
Edinburg is currently the only RGV
spot where the Unsung Zeros
perform.
“This is one of our best markets,"
Burrows said. "Mainly because a
lot of bands don’t play for
Edinburg, so they really appreciate
the scene. They really enjoy the
music.”
Fans of the Unsung Zeros
attribute their enthusiasm to the

band’s dynamic performance
onstage.
“They show a lot of energy on
stage and it’s not like they’re just
playing another gig, even though
that’s what it is for them; another
gig,” said Erica Salinas, 19. “It
seems to me that they play every
show because they really enjoy it,
and it shows in their music. When a
good band cares about their craft,
they play good music.”
According to Salinas, the band
has a loyal fan base in Edinburg,
McAllen, and Weslaco. When the
group comes down, fans rearrange
their schedules so they can attend
the show.
Salinas, a broadcast journalism
major at UTPA, has attended
concerts headlining bands such as
Default and Seether, two groups
that have made appearances on
MTV. She used her previous
concert experiences to determine
the quality of the Unsung Zeros’
performance.
“You could tell that it wasn’t a
bunch of kids just getting together
making noise,” she said. “You
could tell that there was actually
music going on.”
Salina believes that much of the
success enjoyed by the Unsung
Zeros can be attributed to the
group’s interaction with its fans.
“For a band to go a long ways, it
has to do a lot with their fans,”
Salinas said. “I’ve noticed that with
a lot of professional bands, a lot of
times they do care about their fans,
and when they do their shows are
always full. I noticed that with the
Unsung Zeros, they like talking
with their fans and getting
feedback.”
The band members welcome both
positive and negative comments
from fans. The group’s website,
www.unsungzeros.com, includes a
message board where the public can
participate in discussions.
“It’s always encouraging to get a
letter saying, ‘so and so, this song

This is one of our
best markets.
Mainly because a
lot of bands don’t
play for Edinburg,
so they really
appreciate the
scene. They really
enjoy the music.

- Jason Burrows,
drummer for Unsung Zeros

“

By OMAIRA GALARZA
The Pan American

helped us out in this situation,’”
Burrows said.
Encouragement from their fans
along with their love of music
drives the Unsung Zeros to
continue playing.
“Our ultimate goal is to be able
to put out music for a living, to
continue to make music as a
career,” Burrows said.
The group currently has four
albums, three of which are in
mainstream circulation. The first
album was a self-titled demo
released in 1998. This year the
Zeros’ tour was focused on creating
a national buzz around “Moments
from Mourning,” the band’s fulllength album released by Eulogy
Recordings.
According to a recent article in
The Monitor’s Festiva, members of
the media who are following the
Unsung Zeros’ career label the
zeros a hardworking band.
“There are lots of hardworking
bands out there,” Burrows said.
“We love playing music every
night. We miss home, we miss our
families, our girlfriends and our
friends, but this is our job.
Honestly, I can’t complain. A lot of
people hate their jobs. I don’t.”

Taking Flight:
UTPA professor’s stories soar to new heights
By J. RENÉ MARTINEZ
The Pan American
José Skinner, an English lecturer
at the University of Texas-Pan
American, is the author of an
engaging collection of short stories.
"Flight and Other Stories"
(University of Nevada Press,
$15.00), his first book, is being
hailed by critics as a smashing
collection filled with bits of
wisdom, imaginative characters and
astonishing settings.
Skinner’s journey as a writer
began in his native land of Puerto
Rico. At the age of 13, he
immigrated to the United States.

together different things,
He attended several
and that’s generally the
universities throughout
way I made a living.”
this country and in
These experiences
Mexico. While in
provided him with
college, he discovered
material for short stories.
his knack for
For example, one of
storytelling.
Skinner’s most
“I’d always written
interesting jobs was as a
well,” he said. “I
courtroom interpreter,
always enjoyed the rare
and the story “Trial Day”
occasions [when] we
features a greenhorn
had essay tests.”
SKINNER
public defender who must
This interest led him to
assist a man accused of driving
seek out jobs that required good
while intoxicated (DWI).
writing skills.
“[As I was working] I’d been
“In the 80s, I worked as a
dabbling in fiction, always thinking
freelance journalist. Later, I was a
that it was something I’d like to do.
translator,” he said. “I cobbled

But I didn’t start taking it seriously
till the early 90s,” Skinner said.
It wasn’t long before small
quarterly magazines were
publishing his stories. Eventually,
he had enough material for a
collection.
“Flight and Other Stories” came
about after he did a public reading.
He was encouraged to enter the
manuscript in a contest. Though it
was a finalist, it didn’t win. Still,
one of the judges offered to arrange
for publication.
The book immediately caught the
attention of the public, possibly

See STORIES page 11
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Around
Town
Cine El Rey events
April 12-26
Place: El Rey Theater, 311
S. 17th St., McAllen
Event: April 12 - “Teatro
Trabaja,” a play by Jo
Roybal Izay, performed in
English, at 2 and 7 p.m.;
April 15-16 - “The Song of
Bernadette” at 10 a.m. and
1:30 p.m.; April 17 - “In the
Mood for Love,” presented
as part of the STCC Foreign
Film Series; April 18-19 “Grease” at 7 p.m.; April 2526 - Python Mania with a
“Monty Python and the Holy
Grail” and “The Life of
Brian” double feature at 7
p.m.
Phone: (956) 971-9825
Talent Show
April 14 from 7-9 p.m.
Place: Student Union
Theater
Event: The University
Program Board All-Stars
Committee presents “Get
Your Groove On: Talent
Show Extravaganza.”
Phone: (956) 316-7991
Latin Salsa Concert
April 15
Place: Fine Arts Auditorium
Event: The UTPA Latin
Salsa band will perform.
Price: Tickets are $3 for
general admission or $2 for
UTPA students with ID.
Phone: (956) 381-3471
La Villa Real events
April 18-26
Place: La Villa Real Special
Events Center, 1201 S.
Bentsen Road, McAllen
Event: April 18 - Texas All
Stars of Comedy with Dave
Lawson, Keir Spates and
Terry Gross, $20 for
reserved, $15 general
admission; April 19 - Little
Joe y la familia and Ruben
Ramos, $15 in advance, $
20 at the door; April 25 Rick Springfield, $45-55
reserved, $25 general
admission; April 26 Hypnotist John Milton, $20
reserved, $15 general
admission.
Phone: (956) 687-7121

■ Salsa class . . . . . . 8-9
■ Culture Club . . . . . . 10
■ Faculty feature . . . . 10

Creating an audience
After the opening of El Teatro de Reynosa in
2000, promoters have worked to get
residents interested in going to theater shows
As one of the first promoters of
theater shows for Reynosa’s
theater, Marquez’s biggest
Mexican show promoter Jorge
challenge was promoting the
Marquez hopes one day the people
theater itself.
of Reynosa will make a family
“Contrary to New York or
habit of going to theater shows.
Houston where people go and
Marquez’s goal just got a little
know they’ll find at least two or
tougher, however. Tuesday’s
three shows being offered in a
morning severe hail storm in
month,” he said. “Here in Reynosa
Reynosa demolished a large
we just have one theater and shows
portion of the El Teatro de
are offered more seldom, so not
Reynosa. The ceiling above the
everyone is aware there’s a theater
stage fell down and now awaits
at all.”
reconstruction.
Marquez’s interest for the
Still, as the theater’s play
promotion aspect of entertainment
promoter,
shows began as
Marquez, a
an invitation
retired
from his
People in
engineer,
relatives in
keeps working
Mexico City
Reynosa were
hard to make
who had been in
not and some still
the people
the business for
aware of the
several years
are not
different
already. Still,
accustomed to
shows offered
because at the
throughout the
time he was still
coming to the
year.
working as an
theater.
When the
engineer for
theater was
Petroleos
- Jorge Marquez,
initially
Mexicanos, he
Mexican show promoter
constructed in
refused the
2000,
invitation.
Marquez, along with a group of
Once Marquez retired, he went
fellow promoters, faced a major
in search for another “activity that
problem.
kept [him] busy” and decided to
“People in Reynosa were not and give show promoting a try.
some are still not accustomed to
“It wasn’t easy at the
coming to the theater,” he said.
beginning,” he said. “Even with the
“Simply because until recently,
help of my relatives and my wife
there wasn’t any theater at all.”
working with me, we still had a lot
He says anyone wanting to see a
of problems.”
play would go to Monterrey,
Marquez got initiated in the
Mexico City or even Guadalajara.
business while being advised by

By LUIS E. SAAVEDRA
The Pan American
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A marquee outside El Teatro de Reynosa advertises a recent show.

Luis E. Saavedra/The Pan American
Jorge Marquez, a Mexican show promoter, sits in El Teatro de Reynosa

his experienced relatives. Along
with his wife, Leticia, and their
three daughters, Ofelia, Rosalia
and Leticia, he has come to realize
publicity can really make a
difference on whether a show is a
hit or a flop.
“Getting the people to know that
the show is being presented in
town is the single most important
aspect,” he said. “Then, it is letting
them know that tickets for it are
affordable.”
According to Marquez, the
elegant facade of the building itself
can be somewhat intimidating to
the public.
“The theater is fairly new and
very complete, so people think we
are going to charge them an entire
week’s salary,” he said.
In addition to that, Marquez’s
recent preference of bringing
shows featuring the TV or movie
stars of the moment, adds even

more skepticism from the public
regarding the price of tickets.
“On one part, bringing that kind
of artist gets the people’s
attention,” he said. “But on the
other part, people get more scared
of possible high ticket prices.”
Recently, Marquez overcame a
situation like that. Last year, he
was invited to promote the show
“Quiero pero no puedo” (I want to
but I can’t) staring popular
Mexican TV comedian Jorge Ortiz
de Pinedo.
“He contacted me even when I
hadn’t worked with him before,”
he said. “I was a bit afraid at the
beginning, afraid that people who
watch his TV show weren’t exactly
the type of audience who go to the
theater because of economical
issues.”
Moreover, Ortiz de Pinedo only

See TEATRO page 11
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CULTURE CLUB
What students like to read, listen to and surf.

Photos by
Daniel Aguilar
Students at the University of
Texas-Pan American had a chance
to showcase their international flair
Wednesday night as Sol y Luna
International Dance Club hosted a
Salsa and Merengue dance class in
the University Ballroom.
More than 70 students attended
the class with hopes of improving
their moves on the dance floor.
Many students felt the event was a
step in the right direction at UTPA,
where a premium is placed on
cultural diversity.

Jennifer Flores
Senior
Education
(Below and Left) - More
than 70 students participated in a Salsa and
Merengue dance class
held in the University
Ballroom Wednesday
evening. The class was
instructed by the Sol y
Luna International Dance
Club as part of ‘Life is
Good’ Health Week.

CD: “El Mambo del Toro” by Toro Band
Movie: “Center Stage”
Book: “The Giver” by Lois Lowry

“The university needs this type of
recreational activity,” said student
Castro Ibarra. “This event makes
you more involved with the school
and the student environment.”
Event instructor Mario Arredondo
believes there was more to the
class than learning specific dance
moves.

Sarai Rodriguez
Freshman
Graphic Design
CD: “Donde Estan los Ladrones?” by Shakira
Book: “Del Amor y Otros Demonios” by Gabriel
Garcia Marquez

“It is nice to have these activities,
since dancing is a perfect exercise
to work out the whole body while
having fun,” he said.

Mario Arredando, a member
of the Sol y Luna
International Dance Club
and sophomore UTPA
music major, teaches a
group of students how to
Salsa dance.

While most students may think
Salsa and Merengue are difficult for
beginner dancers to pick up on, Sol
y Luna president Jennifer Flores
feels that the class offered
something for everyone.
“It’s a very good experience for us
students who love to dance,” she
said. “But we like to encourage
everyone, even if they can’t dance,
to come.”

Israel Coronado
Sophomore
Biology
CD: Metallica
Movie: “Gladiator”
Website: clubmayan.com
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CULTURE CLUB
What students like to read, listen to and surf.

Photos by
Daniel Aguilar
Students at the University of
Texas-Pan American had a chance
to showcase their international flair
Wednesday night as Sol y Luna
International Dance Club hosted a
Salsa and Merengue dance class in
the University Ballroom.
More than 70 students attended
the class with hopes of improving
their moves on the dance floor.
Many students felt the event was a
step in the right direction at UTPA,
where a premium is placed on
cultural diversity.

Jennifer Flores
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(Below and Left) - More
than 70 students participated in a Salsa and
Merengue dance class
held in the University
Ballroom Wednesday
evening. The class was
instructed by the Sol y
Luna International Dance
Club as part of ‘Life is
Good’ Health Week.
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Movie: “Center Stage”
Book: “The Giver” by Lois Lowry
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recreational activity,” said student
Castro Ibarra. “This event makes
you more involved with the school
and the student environment.”
Event instructor Mario Arredondo
believes there was more to the
class than learning specific dance
moves.
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since dancing is a perfect exercise
to work out the whole body while
having fun,” he said.

Mario Arredando, a member
of the Sol y Luna
International Dance Club
and sophomore UTPA
music major, teaches a
group of students how to
Salsa dance.

While most students may think
Salsa and Merengue are difficult for
beginner dancers to pick up on, Sol
y Luna president Jennifer Flores
feels that the class offered
something for everyone.
“It’s a very good experience for us
students who love to dance,” she
said. “But we like to encourage
everyone, even if they can’t dance,
to come.”
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Sophomore
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CD: Metallica
Movie: “Gladiator”
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Zeros rock Edinburg again
“

The Unsung Zeros, a rock band
from Orlando, has made Edinburg’s
Trenton Point one of the top stops
on their touring circuit.
The band consists of four
members: Jerry Phillips, rhythm
guitar; Jason Burrows, drums; Josh
Bonner, vocals and bass; and Zach
Gehring, lead guitar. This lineup
has performed together for five
years, and they have played in
Edinburg four times.

Sam Cook, 21, a post-graduate in
mathematics from the University of
Texas-Pan American, is the
promoter for local independent
music, booked the Unsung Zeros’
first Edinburg show.
“They were on tour with Agent
Felix and they contacted somebody,
I’m not sure who,” Cook said.
“That person referred them to Blue
Light Special who I was managing
at that time and so we set up the
show and that’s how it got started.
At the first show, there were over
two hundred kids so they made sure

Kenzie Pause/Special to The Pan American
Unsung Zeros, a Florida band, performed at Trenton Point in Edinburg.

to keep coming back.”
The group’s sound has been
categorized as punk, pop-punk and
pop-rock, but the band prefers to
classify its music simply as rock.
“Old school punks like the guys
from the seventies punk rock would
always harass us and say, ‘you guys
aren’t punk rock,’” Burrows said.
“So we were like ‘we’re not,
really.’ We’re just a rock band
trying to make good songs.”
Phillips, 23, admits that the
band’s style originally leaned
toward the pop and punk categories,
but as the group matured, its music
changed.
“We wanted to broaden our
musical horizons and just play more
straightforward rock music,”
Phillips said.
The band has been touring for
almost four years, performing at
venues all over the nation. On
March 21, the group played for a
crowd of about 320 fans in
Edinburg. The group plays an
estimate of over 100 shows per year
in states including New York,
Texas, California, and Florida.
“As far as touring, that’s where
we make our money. We try to do
the whole nation over and over,”
said Burrows, 22. “We have a
couple of places where we don’t do
as well and say we lose a little
money there, we have other places
where we do really well and make
money there.”
He believes the band’s financial
success in Edinburg stems from
local audiophiles with a taste for
punk rock. Trenton Point in
Edinburg is currently the only RGV
spot where the Unsung Zeros
perform.
“This is one of our best markets,"
Burrows said. "Mainly because a
lot of bands don’t play for
Edinburg, so they really appreciate
the scene. They really enjoy the
music.”
Fans of the Unsung Zeros
attribute their enthusiasm to the

band’s dynamic performance
onstage.
“They show a lot of energy on
stage and it’s not like they’re just
playing another gig, even though
that’s what it is for them; another
gig,” said Erica Salinas, 19. “It
seems to me that they play every
show because they really enjoy it,
and it shows in their music. When a
good band cares about their craft,
they play good music.”
According to Salinas, the band
has a loyal fan base in Edinburg,
McAllen, and Weslaco. When the
group comes down, fans rearrange
their schedules so they can attend
the show.
Salinas, a broadcast journalism
major at UTPA, has attended
concerts headlining bands such as
Default and Seether, two groups
that have made appearances on
MTV. She used her previous
concert experiences to determine
the quality of the Unsung Zeros’
performance.
“You could tell that it wasn’t a
bunch of kids just getting together
making noise,” she said. “You
could tell that there was actually
music going on.”
Salina believes that much of the
success enjoyed by the Unsung
Zeros can be attributed to the
group’s interaction with its fans.
“For a band to go a long ways, it
has to do a lot with their fans,”
Salinas said. “I’ve noticed that with
a lot of professional bands, a lot of
times they do care about their fans,
and when they do their shows are
always full. I noticed that with the
Unsung Zeros, they like talking
with their fans and getting
feedback.”
The band members welcome both
positive and negative comments
from fans. The group’s website,
www.unsungzeros.com, includes a
message board where the public can
participate in discussions.
“It’s always encouraging to get a
letter saying, ‘so and so, this song

This is one of our
best markets.
Mainly because a
lot of bands don’t
play for Edinburg,
so they really
appreciate the
scene. They really
enjoy the music.

- Jason Burrows,
drummer for Unsung Zeros

“

By OMAIRA GALARZA
The Pan American

helped us out in this situation,’”
Burrows said.
Encouragement from their fans
along with their love of music
drives the Unsung Zeros to
continue playing.
“Our ultimate goal is to be able
to put out music for a living, to
continue to make music as a
career,” Burrows said.
The group currently has four
albums, three of which are in
mainstream circulation. The first
album was a self-titled demo
released in 1998. This year the
Zeros’ tour was focused on creating
a national buzz around “Moments
from Mourning,” the band’s fulllength album released by Eulogy
Recordings.
According to a recent article in
The Monitor’s Festiva, members of
the media who are following the
Unsung Zeros’ career label the
zeros a hardworking band.
“There are lots of hardworking
bands out there,” Burrows said.
“We love playing music every
night. We miss home, we miss our
families, our girlfriends and our
friends, but this is our job.
Honestly, I can’t complain. A lot of
people hate their jobs. I don’t.”

Taking Flight:
UTPA professor’s stories soar to new heights
By J. RENÉ MARTINEZ
The Pan American
José Skinner, an English lecturer
at the University of Texas-Pan
American, is the author of an
engaging collection of short stories.
"Flight and Other Stories"
(University of Nevada Press,
$15.00), his first book, is being
hailed by critics as a smashing
collection filled with bits of
wisdom, imaginative characters and
astonishing settings.
Skinner’s journey as a writer
began in his native land of Puerto
Rico. At the age of 13, he
immigrated to the United States.

together different things,
He attended several
and that’s generally the
universities throughout
way I made a living.”
this country and in
These experiences
Mexico. While in
provided him with
college, he discovered
material for short stories.
his knack for
For example, one of
storytelling.
Skinner’s most
“I’d always written
interesting jobs was as a
well,” he said. “I
courtroom interpreter,
always enjoyed the rare
and the story “Trial Day”
occasions [when] we
features a greenhorn
had essay tests.”
SKINNER
public defender who must
This interest led him to
assist a man accused of driving
seek out jobs that required good
while intoxicated (DWI).
writing skills.
“[As I was working] I’d been
“In the 80s, I worked as a
dabbling in fiction, always thinking
freelance journalist. Later, I was a
that it was something I’d like to do.
translator,” he said. “I cobbled

But I didn’t start taking it seriously
till the early 90s,” Skinner said.
It wasn’t long before small
quarterly magazines were
publishing his stories. Eventually,
he had enough material for a
collection.
“Flight and Other Stories” came
about after he did a public reading.
He was encouraged to enter the
manuscript in a contest. Though it
was a finalist, it didn’t win. Still,
one of the judges offered to arrange
for publication.
The book immediately caught the
attention of the public, possibly
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Around
Town
Cine El Rey events
April 12-26
Place: El Rey Theater, 311
S. 17th St., McAllen
Event: April 12 - “Teatro
Trabaja,” a play by Jo
Roybal Izay, performed in
English, at 2 and 7 p.m.;
April 15-16 - “The Song of
Bernadette” at 10 a.m. and
1:30 p.m.; April 17 - “In the
Mood for Love,” presented
as part of the STCC Foreign
Film Series; April 18-19 “Grease” at 7 p.m.; April 2526 - Python Mania with a
“Monty Python and the Holy
Grail” and “The Life of
Brian” double feature at 7
p.m.
Phone: (956) 971-9825
Talent Show
April 14 from 7-9 p.m.
Place: Student Union
Theater
Event: The University
Program Board All-Stars
Committee presents “Get
Your Groove On: Talent
Show Extravaganza.”
Phone: (956) 316-7991
Latin Salsa Concert
April 15
Place: Fine Arts Auditorium
Event: The UTPA Latin
Salsa band will perform.
Price: Tickets are $3 for
general admission or $2 for
UTPA students with ID.
Phone: (956) 381-3471
La Villa Real events
April 18-26
Place: La Villa Real Special
Events Center, 1201 S.
Bentsen Road, McAllen
Event: April 18 - Texas All
Stars of Comedy with Dave
Lawson, Keir Spates and
Terry Gross, $20 for
reserved, $15 general
admission; April 19 - Little
Joe y la familia and Ruben
Ramos, $15 in advance, $
20 at the door; April 25 Rick Springfield, $45-55
reserved, $25 general
admission; April 26 Hypnotist John Milton, $20
reserved, $15 general
admission.
Phone: (956) 687-7121

■ Salsa class . . . . . . 8-9
■ Culture Club . . . . . . 10
■ Faculty feature . . . . 10

Creating an audience
After the opening of El Teatro de Reynosa in
2000, promoters have worked to get
residents interested in going to theater shows
As one of the first promoters of
theater shows for Reynosa’s
theater, Marquez’s biggest
Mexican show promoter Jorge
challenge was promoting the
Marquez hopes one day the people
theater itself.
of Reynosa will make a family
“Contrary to New York or
habit of going to theater shows.
Houston where people go and
Marquez’s goal just got a little
know they’ll find at least two or
tougher, however. Tuesday’s
three shows being offered in a
morning severe hail storm in
month,” he said. “Here in Reynosa
Reynosa demolished a large
we just have one theater and shows
portion of the El Teatro de
are offered more seldom, so not
Reynosa. The ceiling above the
everyone is aware there’s a theater
stage fell down and now awaits
at all.”
reconstruction.
Marquez’s interest for the
Still, as the theater’s play
promotion aspect of entertainment
promoter,
shows began as
Marquez, a
an invitation
retired
from his
People in
engineer,
relatives in
keeps working
Mexico City
Reynosa were
hard to make
who had been in
not and some still
the people
the business for
aware of the
several years
are not
different
already. Still,
accustomed to
shows offered
because at the
throughout the
time he was still
coming to the
year.
working as an
theater.
When the
engineer for
theater was
Petroleos
- Jorge Marquez,
initially
Mexicanos, he
Mexican show promoter
constructed in
refused the
2000,
invitation.
Marquez, along with a group of
Once Marquez retired, he went
fellow promoters, faced a major
in search for another “activity that
problem.
kept [him] busy” and decided to
“People in Reynosa were not and give show promoting a try.
some are still not accustomed to
“It wasn’t easy at the
coming to the theater,” he said.
beginning,” he said. “Even with the
“Simply because until recently,
help of my relatives and my wife
there wasn’t any theater at all.”
working with me, we still had a lot
He says anyone wanting to see a
of problems.”
play would go to Monterrey,
Marquez got initiated in the
Mexico City or even Guadalajara.
business while being advised by

By LUIS E. SAAVEDRA
The Pan American
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A marquee outside El Teatro de Reynosa advertises a recent show.

Luis E. Saavedra/The Pan American
Jorge Marquez, a Mexican show promoter, sits in El Teatro de Reynosa

his experienced relatives. Along
with his wife, Leticia, and their
three daughters, Ofelia, Rosalia
and Leticia, he has come to realize
publicity can really make a
difference on whether a show is a
hit or a flop.
“Getting the people to know that
the show is being presented in
town is the single most important
aspect,” he said. “Then, it is letting
them know that tickets for it are
affordable.”
According to Marquez, the
elegant facade of the building itself
can be somewhat intimidating to
the public.
“The theater is fairly new and
very complete, so people think we
are going to charge them an entire
week’s salary,” he said.
In addition to that, Marquez’s
recent preference of bringing
shows featuring the TV or movie
stars of the moment, adds even

more skepticism from the public
regarding the price of tickets.
“On one part, bringing that kind
of artist gets the people’s
attention,” he said. “But on the
other part, people get more scared
of possible high ticket prices.”
Recently, Marquez overcame a
situation like that. Last year, he
was invited to promote the show
“Quiero pero no puedo” (I want to
but I can’t) staring popular
Mexican TV comedian Jorge Ortiz
de Pinedo.
“He contacted me even when I
hadn’t worked with him before,”
he said. “I was a bit afraid at the
beginning, afraid that people who
watch his TV show weren’t exactly
the type of audience who go to the
theater because of economical
issues.”
Moreover, Ortiz de Pinedo only
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Informed public outcome
Difficult Spanish
of
various
freedom
acts
testing will pay off
By JENNIFER TAPIA
The Pan American

By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American

With the growing numbers of
students enrolling at the University of
Texas-Pan American, students at the
high school level are being given the
chance to gain college credits through
the Advance Placement Exam.
One exam that could have a
significance on the high school
students of the Rio Grande Valley
would be the Spanish AP Exam.
Problems have arisen because the
literature section of this AP Exam has
been revised this year, to include a
larger amount of reading selections.
The Department of Modern
Languages and Literature, along with
the ALEGRE Graduate Student
Association of the Spanish Program,
will be hosting a AP Spanish
conference for Spanish teachers in the
Spanish Advanced Placement program
around the Rio Grande Valley to help
people deal with the new addition.
Dr. Hector Romero, professor of
Hispanic Studies at UTPA, and
faculty adviser for ALEGRE, is one
of the professors who will be
attending the workshop on April 11 at
the Media Theatre. He said the
workshop will bring teachers up to
date on the new test, since most local
schools are not familiar with the new
selections.
According to Romero the College
Board revised the list of authors and
works covered in the Spanish
Literature component, and since most
of his graduate students teach Spanish
at one of the neighboring school
districts, he has learned that many of
them would welcome a workshop
where they could receive some handson orientation on the new reading list.
“I am quite familiar with the
program in my capacity as faculty
consultant for the College Board and
the Educational Testing Service,
organizations that oversee the
implementation of standards, rubrics
and testing,” Romero said. “Although
I am not a formal spokesperson for
either UTPA or the Department of
Modern Languages and Literature, I
know that the administration is a
strong supporters of the AP Program
and of building bridges between

CHI-ALPHA

UTPA and the neighboring school
districts.”
The AP Program has been a very
important tool for high school
curricula and the students. Through
the Spanish AP program, high school
students may earn up to 12 college
credits at UTPA. Although this is
somewhat less than they can get at
other universities in Texas, including
UTPA Austin, it is more than what
they could earn four years ago.
Romero hopes that this workshop
will result in better prepared AP
teachers and better prepared students,
and also serve as a recruitment and
retention tool.
“The high school students prepared
by the teachers served by this
workshop will look at UTPA as the
institution of their choice,” he said.
“Moreover, their high level of
achievement and the college credits
received will allow them to graduate
earlier than expected, and to do very
well in their major.”
The workshop presenter is Dr.
Reynaldo Jimenez from the
University of Florida, who served in
several administrative capacities with
the Spanish AP Program. From 19972001 he was the national chief faculty
consultant for the national program.
ALEGRE students will also be on
hand. WIth the support of the
department, ALEGRE allows students
the opportunities for students working
on their graduate degree to also teach
Spanish at local school districts.
“We are a very new student
association which has developed a
very ambitious agenda focused on the
improvement of our graduate program
as well as with building bridges with
local teachers,” Romero said. “We
have now organized a Literary Study
Circle which has attracted several
undergraduate students.”
In the Literary Circle, members of
ALEGRE plan to read major literary
works and discuss them in a relaxed
atmosphere, allowing them to learn
more while enjoying the works they
are discussing. ALEGRE has two
faculty advisers, Romero and Dr. Jose
M. Martinez. Romero said he
considers Irina Zuniga, group
president, the driving force behind the
group.

continued from page 3

Michigan this summer, said that being
a part of the outreaches has made Jesus
a reality for her.
“Talking about [something] doesn’t
make it a realty,” Chu said. “Seeing the
wonders and miracles of God, doing it,
living it makes it real. My best
memory is when we went to Mexico
and saw a lady who was blind in one
eye. She received her sight.”
According to Jaramillo, Chi-Alpha is
an Apostolic ministry, which means
that members believe God has healing
power.
“We believe God can heal people
and restore lives as he did mine,” she
said.
Chu explained that the outreaches

members participate in not only tell
others about God’s power to heal, but
also teach others to live by God’s
word.
“We teach them that God heals,”
Chu said. “We are training people to
do what Jesus commanded them to do,
to live holy and pure lives, lives that
are no compromised to the way the
world is, but that are biblical.”
Chi-Alpha will be holding an
outreach on campus, titled “The Truth
According to Superman”. It will be
held Tuesday April, 8 in the Student
Union Theater form 12 to 1 p.m.
For any questions about Chi-Alpha
or the outreach program, call the ChiAlpha center at (956) 318-0277.

This month marks the 30th anniversary of the
Texas Open Records Act and the 25th anniversary
of The Freedom of Information Foundation of
Texas.
Katherine Garner, executive director of the
FOIFT, said both anniversaries are important
because such open government benefits all
citizens. The foundation is working to ensure that
much of the government’s business is conducted
in public, and it has helped citizens access
meetings and documents which are part of the
public record.
“The people need to learn what they have the
right to know,” Garner said. “There tax dollars are
paying for this, so they have the right to know
what is going on.”
The Texas Open Records Act, signed into
legislation by former Texas Gov. Dolph Briscoe
Jr. in 1973, helps citizens obtain public records.
Robert Hays, communication lecture at the
University of Texas-Pan American, said the act
was signed into legislation because people wanted
more records to be made public.
Hays said this is a very important law for
people, state, county and city organizations.
Because of it, citizens are able to look up records
that the public would normally not have access to.
“This law is for all people,” Hays said. “It one
more way to open up things if we run into a
problem.”
The Open Records Act has benefited most
journalists as well. Patrick Hamilton, who worked
with the San Antonio Express-News, and also the
Associated Press, is now a continuing student at
UTPA. He has used the law twice to get records

HIV

from government officials.
“The press is appointed as the watchdog role of
society,” Hamilton said. “This is the First
Amendment; it’s the public’s main liberties.”
Hamilton said there are some setbacks
regarding the act. Such issues may be the waiting
period, and the amount of information one can
obtain by using the law.
“It’s a good last resort. If you are writing
breaking stories it really doesn’t help you out,”
Hamilton said. “It takes 10 working days to get a
response.”
Although citizens can obtain public records,
some documents and meetings are considered
classified public information. According to Hays,
legislative drafts, some law enforcement records,
student records, and closed or executive sessions
are exempt from the act.
“At a federal level, there are permanent
exemptions for national security,” Hays said.
“Right now there are a lot of issues for people
who are trying to obtain information from the
government.”
Hays said if one wants to get ahold of
information covered under the act, the individual
can request it from the agency they are seeking it
from. If the agency denies the info, the next step
is to appeal to the state attorney general.
“There is an actual form that they can fill out,”
Hays said. “If something should not be released,
they have to contact the Texas attorney general.”
Hays noted that it is considered a misdemeanor
if an agency alters or destroys such documents.
They can receive a fine from $25 to $4,000 and
confinement from a county jail from three days to
three months for an alteration, or a fine of no
more than $1,000 or confinement of no more than
six months if they destroy any public documents.

continued from page 2

requirement to receive the grant from the
NLHN the Hermanitas participated in the
welcoming ceremony.
“They will continue to be a part of that core
group of peer educators,” said Zavala.
After the conference, 36 youth and parents
signed up to volunteer for the AHORA!
Project. Volunteers and peer educators will
participate in the follow-up activities and HIV
education training. Zavala said they will have
regular meetings, the first of which is
tentatively scheduled on Saturday, April 26 at
the Valley AIDS council.
“Our organization will coordinate the
activities that the youth will be involved in,”
said Zavala. "But they will take the lead in it.”
The NLHN will provide the Hidalgo chapter
of MANA with a second year of funding to
continue the AHORA! project and develop
“doable” action items for the youth to work on.
Information from the evaluations and round
table discussions will be used to develop young
leader activities.
“Thankfully, with this additional funding we
will have some money to hire a coordinator
that will take on the responsibility and
coordinate these activities for the youth,” said
Zavala.
SPEAKERS AND ROUND TABLE
DISCUSSION
The forum consisted of eight speakers, panel
discussion, round table discussions, participant
evaluations, and a presentation on substance
abuse and STD’s by the university’s
BACCHUS & GAMMA Peer Education
Network.
Reyes said that State Rep. Aaron Pena sent
out an important message on substance abuse
by describing the tragedy of his son, who died
a few years back. She said his speech

illustrated “not just the pain, but how you can
survive.”
Ellen Gootblatt, a licensed counselor from
New York, followed Pena with a speech
addressing relationships between adolescents
and their parents, friends, or
boyfriend/girlfriend.
“Many teenagers feel that there is a
generation gap between them and their
parents,” said Zavala. “Or that parents just
don’t understand where they’re coming from.”
Gootblatt stressed that the youth should
empower themselves, and nothing is more
important than their individual health.
Other speakers were from non-profit
organizations, such as Planned Parenthood,
Texas HIV Connection and Workers Assistance
Program.
Zavala said throughout the day youth learned
from adults, but during the round table
discussions adults learned from youth. Adults
heard the adolescent perspective on topics
ranging from sexually transmitted diseases to
drug abuse.
“Facilitators for the round table discussions
consisted of a group of nursing students from
UTPA,” she said.
Other facilitators included members of
MANA, Valley AIDS Council, and the
community.
After the discussion, participants filled out
evaluations on the event. The evaluations will
be analyzed and summarized into a report that
will be sent to the NHLN and the Centers of
Disease Control and Prevention. CDC will use
the data to determine future funding for the
AHORA! project.
Anyone interested in becoming a peer
educator or who would like more information
contact Dr. Glendelia Zavala at 565-0791 or
MANAdeHidalgo@aol.com
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racy and exciting scenes.
because of Skinner’s ability to
Filled with rich language
make characters and situations
and beautiful descriptions,
come alive for readers. He
I don’t think I’ve
it is truly a testament of
said, “I wanted to write good
Skinner’s powers as a
stories, stories that said
ever invented
writer.
something about our situation,
anything that
“I don’t think I’ve ever
mostly the current state of the
invented anything that
world.”
wasn’t rooted in
wasn’t rooted in my
Many of the stories focus on
my experience.
experience,” he said.
Latinos trying to find a place in
As part of his
the world. For example, “Age
- José Skinner,
commitment to becoming a
of Copper” is about a boy who
UTPA professor/author
successful writer, Skinner
moves with his family to the
enrolled in the Iowa
United States in order to escape
Writer’s Workshop, the most prestigious
the dangerous political climate in Chile.
creative writing program in the country. He
“Flight” is about a Latino woodcutter who is
received his MFA in 2002, and he has
forced to confront his racist ideas when he
accepted a permanent teaching position at
encounters a black man on a plane.
UTPA.
Yet the jewel of the collection is
This Saturday, he will read from his work
“Archangela’s Place.” In this story, an
at Barnes & Noble Booksellers in McAllen.
American boy chronicles his father’s
The reading starts at 3 p.m. He will be on
infidelity with their Mexican maid. Some of
hand to sign copies of “Flight and Other
the stories can be considered “minimalist,”
Stories.”
but this one is fully developed and features
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gave him three weeks to promote the show.
Working together with his family, Marquez
made the show’s presentation a hit.
“It was beautiful,” he said proudly. “All
850 seats were sold for both shows, 7 and
9:30.”
Ortiz de Pinedo is not the only actor to
contact Marquez on account of his
experience in the business.
“If you offer them a good job, with
quality and at a fair price, they’ll definitely
want to contact you,” Marquez said.
Three years and 19 plays later, Marquez

is planning to branch out in the promotion
business by promoting musicians.
“Spaniard singer Rafael contacted me,”
he said. “We had a date set for March but
then he got ill and it was all cancelled.”
In the meantime, Marquez continues to
promote theater plays and hopes when he
retires, one of his daughters will take over
the business.
“I’d love to see one of them interested in
this,” he said. “But still, right now I’m
more interested in making Reynosa a more
theater-going community.”
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“There is a time in everybody’s life when we
need an objective reference,” Hampton said.
“Some of us have that in family and friends, but
sometimes we need to talk to someone removed
from the situation.”
The benefits of receiving counseling can be
very great and can allow people with disorders
to live better lives.
“Many students have been able to continue
their education and improve their quality of
living because of counseling,” Hampton
explained. “Is it helpful? Yes. Is it beneficial?
Yes, but you can’t just come to counseling and
expect it to be a magical answer. It’s work, not
only by the counselor, but the student client,
too.”
Possible Causes
A study done by psychologists at Kansas
State University examined trends among
students seeking psychological help from 1988
to 2001 and found that college students report
more stress, depression, and suicidal thoughts.
Hampton said that since he came to UTPA in
1994 he, too, has noticed that the cases of
anxiety, depression. and stress have increased.
“Before we dealt with students who were
having trouble with their classes, relationships,
time-management skills, test-taking skills, and
things of that sort,” Hampton said. “Now,
though, we deal more with students who have
mental disorders, depression, and suicidal
thoughts.”
Hampton explained that society demands a
lot from young people and disorders can often
begin from when students are in junior high or
high school.
“Society puts a tremendous emphasis on
achievement and our students live in a very
competitive world,” Hampton said. “Students
are under a lot more pressure then they used to
be. They have many important decisions to
make under very stressful circumstances.”
Hampton explained that just the process of
getting into college has become very difficult
and competitive.
You have to apply to the schools and then
prove your worthiness to get in to the school
you want,” Hampton said. “As a result a lot of
young people are doing so much more now.
ACT and SAT scores are important as well as
your class rank and graduating with honors.
Then it is important to be an athlete or do some
kind of performing arts, do community service,
and prove yourself as a demonstrated leader.
That’s a lot of pressure.”
Hampton explained that young people are
uptight before they even reach college and then
have to deal with the difficulties of college life.
By the time you get to college, you are
already stressed out,” he said. “Then college is a
breeding ground for stress and anxiety. The
expectations of college life are very different
than from high school. You have more
independence and responsibilities.”
Hampton believes that society’s high
expectations are constructing a world that fuels
mental disorders.
“We are creating a climate expectation that
feeds the development of a stressed-out,
anxious, depressed student,” he said.
But not all mental disorders are a product of
an individual's surroundings. Mental disorders
often are inherited, and the counseling center
screens students for this possibility.
Research indicates that some disorders are
genetically predisposed,” Hampton said. “We
always ask students if any disorders run in the
family. If they do then there is a big possibility
that they can get it, too. Those students should
be more aware of that.”
Dealing with War
During times such as these, when the country
is at war and under terrorist alert, it is normal
for people to feel more anxiety than usual.
However, there are ways of coping, and
reducing that anxiety.

Anxiety disorders are the most common mental illness in America, afflicting over 19
million people annually, according to the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH).

TYPES OF ANXIETY DISORDERS
There are a variety of anxiety disorders
that people struggle with. While many
people may suffer the same symptoms
and complications caused by an
anxiety disorder, the complications are
not considered a disorder until they
affect an individual’s quality of life.
• Panic Disorder - Repeated episodes
of intense fear that strike often and
without warning. Physical symptoms
include chest pain, heart palpitations,
shortness of breath, dizziness,
abdominal distress, feelings of
unreality, and fear of dying.
• Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder Repeated, unwanted thoughts or
compulsive behaviors that seem
impossible to stop or control.
• Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Persistent symptoms that occur after
experiencing a traumatic even such as
rape or other criminal assault, war, child
abuse, natural disasters, or crashes.
Nightmares, flashbacks, numbing of
emotions, depressions, and feeling
angry, irritable or distracted and being
easily startled are common.
• Phobias - Two major types of phobias
are social phobia and specific phobia.
SOURCE: National Institute of Mental Health

People with social phobia have an
overwhelming and disabling fear of
scrutiny, embarrassment, or humiliation
in social situations, which leads to
avoidance of many potentially
pleasurable and meaningful activities.
People with specific phobia experience
extreme, disabling, and irrational fear of
something that poses little or no actual
danger. The fear leads to avoidance of
objects that can cause people to limit
their lives unnecessarily.
• Generalized Anxiety Disorder Constant, exaggerated worrisome
thoughts and tension about everyday
routine life events and activities, lasting
at least six months. Almost always
anticipating the worst even though
there is little reason to expect it.
Physical symptoms include fatigue
trembling, muscle tension, headache or
nausea.
NIMH reports that it is common for an
anxiety disorder to accompany other
mental disorders, such as depression,
eating disorders, substance abuse, or
another anxiety disorder. Often the
anxiety disorders coexist with physical
illness as well. In such a case the
accompanying disorders must be
treated as well.

“They are the last things thing you see before
you go to bed then you are not going to rest
very well,” he said. “The images stay with you
and cause stress and negative emotions.”
Hampton said that it is also important to
protect children from the constant bombardment
of war coverage.
“Even adults don’t understand war,” he said.
“We need to protect our kids from seeing it, but
of course they are going to catch some of it. We
need to explain things to them in simple ageappropriate terms and answer their questions in
ways that they can understand. Otherwise they
misinterpret it and that can harm them
emotionally and mentally.”
Hampton explained that for teenagers
watching some of the war coverage can be
helpful, but too much of it can be harmful.
“It can be a good learning tool for teens, but
watching too much of it can create more stress
for them,” he said. “Children already have so
many other stresses, like passing their classes
and being liked by their peers. They don’t need
anything added to that. However, it is important
that teens understand what is going on.”
Hampton explained that the war can cause
stress and anxiety for everybody and no matter
on what side they stand, there is one thing
everyone can agree on.
“As a community, a nation, a universe, we
hold various opinions on whether the war is a
good thing or bad thing, but we all hope it can
be quick,” he said. “Pro-war or anti-war, I think
everyone will agree. We hope it’ll be resolved
quickly and with the least amount of stress and
harm to everyone.”
Hampton stated that dealing with mental
disorders is not easy, but whether they have had
anxiety for a long time or are starting to deal
with it because of these uncertain times, there is
hope for everyone.
“Students’ success depends on their skills.
Some students already learned how to manage
stress, make decisions, and how to let go of the
things they don’t have control over. Some
haven’t,” he said. “However, the good news is
that everyone can learn how to cope with these
things.”

harm. Limit it. We are responsible for a lot of
“People’s reactions to the war are so
things during the day. Some people might find
different,” Hampton said. “It is important for
themselves over-stressed and tired from
everyone’s health that they find a way to deal
watching too much of it. It can interfere with
with it.”
daily living.”
In order to lessen anxiety, Hampton
Hampton explained that the graphic, lasting
suggested that people limit the amount of time
images shown during frequent news reports can
they spent concentrating and informing
cause more stress and anxiety.
themselves about the latest developments
regarding war in
Iraq.
“I believe it‘s
important to be
informed about
what it is going
on. However, it
would benefit
everyone to limit
the time we spend
on it,” Hampton
said. “I don’t
mean to be
disrespectful to
the media, but
people do not
have to see the
networks showing
hand-to-hand
combat.”
Hampton
explained that
there is more
happening in the
world other than
the ongoing
conflict, and
watching too
much of the war
coverage can be
unhealthy.
“I’m as guilty
as anyone in
wanting to see
Gabriel O. Hernandez/The Pan American
what’s going on,”
TERROR TALK— Main speaker (standing) Richard Costello addresses the crowd on terrorism readiness at
he said. “But you
the Student Union Theater Wednesday. Panel speakers included (left to right) Director of Student Health
have to live, too.
Services Rick Gray, Director of University Relations Julia Benitez-Sullivan, and Chief of Police Howard Miller.
If you’re engaged
The forum speakers discussed campus preparedness for possible crises.
in it constantly it
can do you some
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Breast cancer rates
focus of research

Lower rate in Latino women applauded, and its causes discussed
by local science teams

By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American

The Valley is fast becoming one of the regional
centers of action for the growing health care industry.
From professional research centers to new hospitals
to university graduate programs in certain health
sciences, the area is making a name for itself in this
regard, drawing in money and talent gradually. The
latest news adds to that pile of press clippings and
promises for the future.
The University of Texas-Brownsville/Texas
Southmost College (UTB/TSC) is teaming up with
the University of Texas School of Public Health at
Houston. The two universities received a $1 million
grant from the Department of Defense Breast Cancer
Research Program of the U.S. Army Medical
Research and Materiel Command's Office of the
Congressionally Medical Research Programs.
The money will serve as funding for a four-year
collaborative study of the low incidence of breast
cancer in Hispanic women.
This will mark the first time a clinical study will be
conducted at UTB/TSC. DR. Gerson Peltz is an
associate professor of biological sciences at
UTB/TSC and principal investigator for the project.
The project will focus on the breast cancer risk
among Hispanic women, according to Gerson.
“There are few studies addressing breast cancer in

Hispanic population, moreover among MexicanAmerican women,” Peltz said. “Although the rates of
breast cancer in Hispanic women are lower than in
white American and African-American women, does
not mean that the rates in Hispanic women are low.”
Peltz explained the study will address the
identification of risk factors affecting Hispanic
women. Another goal is to determine the
relationships of diet habits, body composition, and
sex-related hormones blood levels with breast cancer
among Hispanic women. The project will evaluate
1,500 Hispanic women, with 500 breast cancer cases
and 1,000 control group members.
Participants in the study will be identified through
the Mammography Center at Valley Baptist Medical
Center in Harlingen.
“We hope to identify risk factors affecting
Mexican-American women in order to
contribute in the reduction of the number of cases
of breast cancer in our community,” Peltz said.
Students at UTB/STC will be exposed to the
development of epidemiologic study and the research
environment but they will not participate as subjects
of the study.
According to the National Women’s Health
Resources Center, there is no way to prevent breast
cancer in women, however, the best chance a woman
has to fight breast cancer is to find it and treat it as
early as possible.
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Precautionary steps to take
to find breast cancer
* at age 40, begin having annual screening mammograms
* after age 20, have a nurse or other health care
professional examine your breasts every year
* be familiar with how your breasts feel and what is
“normal” for you; examine your breasts every
month, and see a health care professional if you feel
or see any changes that don’t go away after one menstrual cycle
* eat a healthy diet rich in fruits and vegetables, maintain your ideal body weight, exercise regularly, and
drink in moderation, if at all
* frequent and regular physical exercise, at work and
at leisure, has been shown in some studies to
decrease breast cancer risk; however, this effect has
not been firmly established
To make sure you get the best possible mammogram, look for the FDA certificate, which should be
prominently displayed at the facility. Facilities not
meeting FDA requirements may not lawfully perform mammogram
- Graphic: Gabriel O. Hernandez
SourceEditorial staff of National Women’s Health Resources Center

Hispanic hesitance lessening with time
ORGAN DONATION
FACTS
■ There are more than 80,000 Americans
awaiting organ transplants.
■ In 1992 there were 2,519 Hispanics on
transplant waiting lists.
■ By 2002 the number had increased to more
than 11,000.
■ In 2001, 714 Hispanics died waiting for
organs.
■ Hispanics make up 11 percent of organ

donors.

SOURCE: United Network for Organ Sharing

By EDWINA P. GARZA
The Pan American
On March 22, Jeremie Espinosa of
Edinburg died in a car accident. He
was 18 years old. In their moment of
grief, the Espinosa family thought past
their loss and donated all of his organs,
according to Rev. Michael Annunziato
of Sacred Heart Catholic Church.
This act has not been common among
Hispanics in the past, but it is growing
in popularity lately. From 1992 to 2002,
the number of Hispanics on the United
Network for Organ Sharing list
increased from 2,519 to 11,200. Still,
many Hispanics feel uneasy about
discussing the topic of organ donation.
According to an article from the
Catholic Health Association of the
USA, out of the 80,000 Americans
awaiting an organ, 11,000 are Hispanic.
In 2001, 714 of Hispanic men, women
and children died because there weren't
enough donors. Hispanics make up 11
percent of organ donors.
With these statistics, several
organizations throughout the country
are educating Hispanics and trying to
determine why so many Hispanics do
not wish to donate, or perhaps at times,
even receive organs.
Maro Cruz of San Antonio is a
former Texas Organ Sharing Alliance
volunteer and has spoken to many
members of the community in the
Valley. Cruz says the hesitance may be
attributed to cultural beliefs and general
feelings about death.

“No one likes to talk about death,”
Cruz said. “Hispanics are extremely
superstitious, and the moment you
mention death they start knocking on
wood.”
Aside from speaking to the
community at health fairs, Cruz was
also able to talk with youths by going
to schools and talking about the
importance of organ donor awareness.
“The younger generations are
becoming more educated and are not as
skeptical,” Cruz said.
The unwillingness to discuss death or
what to do with the body is
understandable, Cruz said. But it is
simply just a fact of life that must be
dealt with.
“The more you know, the less
ignorant you are,” Cruz said. “The less
ignorant you are, the less likely you are
to make wrong choices.”
In the article by CHAUSA, David
Fleming of the Coalition on Donation
said many Hispanics who were both for
and against organ donation were
misinformed or uninformed. Due to this
finding, the coalition and several
organizations are trying to educate
Hispanics with literature.
Just as TOSA, the coalition has
stopped discussing statistics and
numbers on who's donating, and started
to concentrate on helping people
understand the process. Many Hispanics
are unsure about when an organ
donation occurs, Cruz said.
“They think no one will help keep
them alive in a hospital,” Cruz said.

“There's so much mistrust. There
needs to be a huge effort to provide
information to tell the truth.”
Many people have the misconception
that being an organ donor will cause a
patient to be mistreated in a hospital.
Another big concern is religious
beliefs.
For years, many Hispanics have held
onto the idea that if a person dies
without a heart or any other organ, God
won't allow that body into heaven. This
belief would make organ donation or
receiving a foreign object into the body
becomes against the Catholic religion.
This is not true, according to local
religious leaders.
“Religion is a big factor that inhibits
a decision,” said Fr. Michael Powell of
St. John the Baptist Catholic Church in
San Juan.
Powell said organ donation is a new
idea to Hispanics; not many are sure if
the church approves the idea.
“Many Hispanics have a fear of
death, adding to that fear is the fact that
no one plans ahead,"" said Powell. “If
no one's willing to talk about death, no
one's going to know if it's okay.”
As stated, recent numbers indicate
that Hispanics are embracing the idea
in larger numbers. Cruz said that
education is the key to rising interest in
donation.
“The main thing we've always
stressed is talking with your family,”
Cruz said. “That's the only way to get
the word out--talking with one another
to get a better understanding.”
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Has coverage of the war in
Iraq caused you to have
more anxiety or stress?

Campus
VO I C E

Jessica Ysasi
English
Senior
It causes stress because it makes us
think about the future. It also brings the
idea of death and chaos close to you. It
makes me think about life in the present
not so far away.

Denisse Morales Saldivar
International Business
Senior
Definitely, it has caused me much more
stress than usual because innocent
people from the Valley have been affected
by a war in which we are still trying to
figure out the motives behind it.

Maylin Gerardo
Nursing
Junior
I believe that anything that goes
around us affects us directly or
indirectly. This definitely is one of the
events that causes stress but you
learn to live with it through support
groups and prayers.

Alfonso Liguez
Social Work
Graduate
Not really. This just happens to be a
new experience that we don’t
expect. I’m concerned for the
families and troops currently at war.
I pray for them. I have cousins who
I am concerned for; they may be
deployed.

Magdiel Fajardo
Manufacturing Engineering
Freshman
Sometimes it’s stressing because
the images of war are disturbing and
that affects us in a strange way.
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McAllen cleanup done

By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American
Individuals around the Rio Grande Valley
rolled up their sleeves and put on their gloves to
join millions of people around the nation who
participated in the Keep America Beautiful’s
Great American Cleanup last Saturday, April 5.
For the last seven years, the local version of
the event has happened through affiliation of
Keep McAllen Beautiful (KMB) with Keep
Texas Beautiful and Keep America Beautiful.
This year local activities began with The Great
American Cleanup & Don’t Mess with Texas
Trash-off at McAllen’s Municipal Park.
According to Chris Lash of KMB, litter
pickup was augmented by a plan to also clean
ditches. Street sweepers also canvassed the city,
and graffiti busters, a city graffiti crew, were out
to clean up graffiti around the areas.
School campuses also participated by
cleaning up their campuses. In addition, some
of the schools decided to plant trees and flowers
to beautify their campus. A picnic was held in
the park after the cleanup.
“Anyone can participate in this activity,”
Lash said. “We get civic groups, church groups,
local businesses, schools, individuals....pretty
much anyone.”
However, there were no UTPA groups signed
up to attend the cleanup. Lash noted that
individuals do go on their own, but that he’d
love to see UTPA students signed up to
participate in the future.
“KMB's goal is to develop and expand
awareness of proper waste reduction practices
such as recycling, litter prevention, and
beautification and preservation of our
environment,” Lash said. “The benefits to the
cleanup are several; it educates the public on
the importance of not littering, it teaches
volunteers to care for our environment, it

exposes youth to volunteerism, it brings out to
the open how litter affects our communities.”
This year marked the 50th anniversary of
Keep America Beautiful, Inc., a national,
nonprofit public education organization seeking
to use community partnerships dedicated to
empowering individuals to take greater
responsibility for enhancing their environments.
Last year, nearly 2.3 million people volunteered
for Keep America Beautiful’s Great American
Cleanup™.
Keep America Beautiful initially began in
1953 when a group of corporate and civic
leaders met in New York City to discuss
bringing public and private sectors together to
develop and promote a national cleanliness
ethic. In the following years, public service
announcements were made to publicize
problems the group wanted to tackle. By the
late 1970s, Keep America Beautiful had grown
to a nationally known and respected
organization.
In 2003, President George W. Bush named
Honorary Chair of Keep America Beautiful’s
Great American Cleanup.
“As Keep America Beautiful celebrates 50
years of improving communities nationwide in
2003, we’re thrilled that citizens have
responded to the Great American Cleanup with
this wellspring of volunteerism and
commitment,” said G. Raymond Empson,
president of Keep America Beautiful.
“In the true spirit of leadership and action,
our volunteers are motivating and educating
others on the importance of individual
responsibility, calling on each of us to be
stewards of the environment. The 2003 Great
American Cleanup will be a highlight of Keep
America Beautiful’s 50th anniversary, as we
build even more support for communities
through volunteer participation,” Empson said.
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get on the field,” Garza said.
Even his father thinks that he is a handful for
the opposite teams.
“It is hard to strike him out because he always
makes contact with the ball,” said Garza’s father.
“He is not the stronger batter, but he will make
contact a lot.”
Sáenz and Peña have not seen as many innings
of action, but will still do whatever is necessary
for them to help the team. Peña is a third baseman
who is still improving his game while Sáenz is
serving double-duty as the team’s designated hitter
and as a relief pitcher.
“I made the adjustment to pitch this year to help
the team because we don’t have enough pitchers,”
he said. “It feels good to pitch again because I
also had not pitched since high school and
whatever I can do to help the team I’ll do.”
There are six other players from the Valley on
this year’s roster. Senior starting pitcher Travis
Parker and freshman Otis Powers are both from
Brownsville, whereas junior Aldo Alonzo,
freshmen Aaron Guerra, Robert Martinez and
Louie Alamia are all from Edinburg.
Earlier Alamia tied the school record for when
he hit safely in 22 consecutive games and
currently leads the team with a .427 batting
average and is second in slugging with a .564
percentage.
Many parents are happy their sons stayed close
to home and are very proud to see them play for
the Broncs.
“It is good for them to stay close to home and
play at this level,” said Garza’s father. "They can
get support from their families."
“I think Valley players draw the crowd and if
they are from here and good enough to play for the
Broncs, they should definitely stay here,” said
Marcy Alamia, Louie’s mother. “We’re proud of
him and we’re happy we get to see him play.”
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UTPA’s Salvo wins seventh straight
Broncs blank Centenary to improve record to 11-6
By NADER M. SIAM
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan
American men’s tennis team blanked
Centenary 7-0 for an astounding
victory at the Cox Tennis Center on
Saturday.
With the shutout, the Broncs have
won seven out of their last nine
matches, and improved their overall
record to 11-6 and their Southland
Conference mark to 2-2.
Sophomore Jeremy Salvo picked up
his seventh consecutive singles win
and his fourth straight doubles victory
to help lead UTPA over the Gents.
“I felt like if we came out and
played well today, we would win,”
said UTPA head coach Todd Chapman.
The Broncs swept all three doubles
matches to pick up the doubles point.
The clincher came when senior Matt
Gower was victorious at number two
singles.
Freshman Oliver Steil picked up his
11th victory in his last 13 matches,
dominating Charlie Matter 6-0, 6-0, at
number four singles.
“We’re 2-2 in the conference with a
big match against UTSA next
Saturday,” Chapman said. “With a win,
we can tie for second in the
conference. We also go to Rice on
Wednesday. Rice is in the top 30 in the
nation, so we have a big week ahead of

us.”
The UTPA men’s tennis team also
played the nationally-ranked Texas
A&M-Corpus Christi at the HEB
Tennis Center on Friday, and dropped
a disappointing match 5-2 to the
Islanders.
The doubles team of Salvo and Steil
picked up a win at number two
doubles, beating 9-8 (8-6). The
victory is the third win by the
Salvo/Steil combo, and the duo
remains undefeated in doubles action
this season.
Despite the win by Salvo and Steil,
UTPA was unable to pick up the
doubles point.
“Losing the doubles point cost us
some momentum,” Chapman said.
UTPA’s men’s team also received the
distinguished honor of having a player
named the Southland Conference
Men’s Tennis Player of the Week for
the third time this season, as Canadanative Salvo picked up the award.
Salvo won all four of his matches
last week, and it was the second
consecutive week in which he has won
all four of his matches.
“I’m happy that Jeremy had the
opportunity to be honored,” Chapman
said. “Jeremy’s peaking at the right
time and hopefully, he’ll carry this
over into the last few weeks of our
season.”
The Broncs will face one of their

toughest matches of the season April
12 when they face the University of
Texas-San Antonio at the Cox Tennis
Center at 3 p.m.
Women
The University of Texas-Pan
American women’s tennis team
defeated Centenary, 4-3, at the Cox
Tennis Center on April 5 and improved
their record to 5-14 on the season.
Senior Elisabet Mateos, sophomore
Ana Peña, sophomore Kathryn Waslen
and freshman Elysia Sloan all won
there doubles matches, respectively.
UTPA was also successful in
winning the four and five singles
matches. At four, junior Jessica Brown
won 7-5, 6-2, and at five, junior Julie
Fife prevailed 6-2, 6-2.
“We came out and played well in the
doubles, and I was pleased,” Chapman
said. “Kathryn and Elysia played as
well in doubles as they’ve played all
year. We hadn’t played in two weeks,
and when you have that long a break,
you don’t know how your team will
respond.”
The Lady Broncs return to action
against TAMUCC on April 12 at 9:30
a.m., and will wrap up the 2002-2003
season April 16 when they host
McNeese State at 1:30 p.m. Both
matches will be played at UTPA’s Cox
Tennis Center,
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Chi-Alpha members Prolific Eastman
congregate together learning dean role
you do not learn how to serve, then you
cannot be a leader.”
Jaramillo, who joined the organization
Sometimes it seems that religions
in Fall 2001, found a different
oppose each other in trying to prove they
perspective on leadership in Chi-Alpha.
have the right idea about a higher power.
Once she was shy, but being a part of the
Also, different Christian denominations
group changed that.
display this intermittent antagonism. The
“I’ve always considered myself a
variety of religions can overwhelm a
follower,” Jaramillo said. “I’m not a
person trying to find a spiritual identity. A natural leader, but here they train us to
solution for many has become nonbe leaders and to serve. My pastor saw
denominational churches, which practice
something in me and now I’m treasurer.
Christianity without narrowing to a
It’s a lot of work and it’s hard
particular doctrine.
sometimes, but now I know I can so
Chi-Alpha is a non-denominational
more. I’m not just a regular student
Christian organization at the University of anymore.”
Texas-Pan American with a focus on
However, serving others is not always
fellowship, evangelism, and a working
easy for members, Jaramillo explained.
agreement with God.
Chi-Alpha teaches to serve from the
“Chi-Alpha’s message is that having a
heart and in the right spirit.
relationship with God is most important,”
“Sometimes it can be hard to serve,”
said treasurer Adriana Jaramillo, a
Jaramillo explained. “Sometimes you’re
sophomore education major. “We want to
just not in the mood. You’re tired or
stressed out.
You have to
remember
there is a
purpose to
what you're
doing. You
remember
God and
what he did
for us.”
Chi-Alpha
has also
helped
change it's
members and
made them
not only
better
Christians,
but better
people too.
Jaramillo
said being a
part of the
organization
has changed
her in many
ways.
Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American
“My faith
is greater
VISUAL AID— A member of Chi-Alpha hosts an outreach on campus titled
now. I’m
“The Truth According to Superman,” held Tuesday afternoon at the Union.
more
disciplined
for studying and everything. I’m a little
get people to know Jesus and his spirit.
bit more outgoing. I’m more confident in
Jesus is God’s son. He came to this world
who I am and I know who I’m serving,
to save us and died for our sins. He
Jesus,” Jaramillo said.
already paid the price. When we accept
Lima, a methodist, has also been
him, he redeems us.”
affected positively by Chi-Alpha. He
The organization’s main goal is to teach
regularly attended church, but still felt
people about God. Vice-president Etem
like something was missing.
Chu, a senior biology major, feels the
“I was just warming up the bench,”
most important thing about Chi-Alpha is
Lima said. “I wasn’t doing anything for
getting the opportunity to talk to people
God. When I came to Chi-Alpha I say
about what Jesus can do for them.
young people who loved God. Now I’m
“Chi-Alpha is all about bringing people
to God,” Chu said. “We go to people using really doing something for God. I’m out
drugs and tell them Jesus can save them.
of the comfort zone.”
We go out and tell people who have had
Lima leads a Bible study on Thursdays
their hearts broken and tell them Jesus can from 12 to 1 p.m. in the business building
heal their hearts. We tell them there is true room 121. His Bible studies, which are
freedom in Jesus.”
held in discussion form, focus on teaching
Another important goal is to become
members the basics.
leaders who serve.
“We use the Bible to prepare the
“The motto of the ministry is to raise up lessons,” Lima said. “We teach practical
student leaders who are going to be
things like to pray for fifteen minutes
apostolic servant leaders,” Chu said. “If
By AMELIA GARCIA
The Pan American

By ADRIANA MARTINEZ
The Pan American
The words "research paper" usually send
most University of Texas-Pan American
students into a panic. One research paper, let
alone 76, typically drives students to the
library 24 hours before the paper is due.
Dr. Michael Eastman, formerly regent’s
professor of chemistry at North Arizona
University (NAU), has published more than
76 research papers and a patent on micro
cantilever sensors. But that’s only the
beginning of Eastman’s accomplishments. In
January Eastman was named dean of the
College of Science and Engineering at UTPA.
“My principal goal is to increase
opportunities for students, faculty, and staff
members,” Eastman said.
Eastman obtained his bachelor’s degree in
chemistry in 1963 from Carleton College and
earned a doctoral degree in physical chemistry
from Cornell University in 1968. From 196870, Eastman attended Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory for postdoctoral research.
Besides 15 years at NAU, Eastman’s
previous job positions include associate
professor of chemistry and vice-president for
Academic Affairs at The University of TexasEl Paso. He was chair of the department of
chemistry at NAU. Now he hopes to use his
skills and experience to create opportunities
for his college.
“There are several aspects to this,” said
Eastman. “You have to have excellent
teaching; encourage students by creating
scholarship and internship opportunities; and
create research opportunities.”
The College of Science and Engineering is
composed of the departments of biology,
chemistry, computer science, electrical
engineering, manufacturing engineering,
mathematics, mechanical engineering, and
physics. Also included are programs for predental and pre-medical students. Chemistry
also has a plan of study for pre-pharmacy
students.
Dr. Rodolfo Arevalo, vice president/provost
for Academic Affairs, stated that Eastman
would be an asset to the College of Science
everyday, (and) to read every day. It’s for
beginners.”
The Bible study is followed by worship.
Lima explained that the objective is to
teach the members the word of God.
“We want to get the word of God into
their hearts,” Lima said. “(For them) to
learn more about and understand the
purpose of God. We try to help them like
that.”
Chu also leads a Bible study held in
Bronc Village on Tuesdays at 7 p.m. Chu
said she prays to know what to study at
each meeting. The studies focus on issues
that members deal with daily.
“We talk about so many different things
like maybe abusive relationships,” Chu
said. “It’s about the will of God for
people’s lives. We go through the Bible to
see how it’s relevant for us today and
practice it.”
Chu’s Bible study is also followed by
worship. Chu explained that the group is
small so that they can bond and become
close. They become like a family and help
each other in anyway they can. The Bible

Dr. Michael Eastman
and Engineering and the university.
“Dr. Eastman’s many years of experience
will assist the college in improving its degree
programs and beginning the development of a
doctoral program in such areas as biology,
mathematics, engineering, and the integrations
of interdisciplinary activities,” Arevalo said.
In addition to his administrative duties,
Eastman has received research funding from
organizations such as Robert A. Welch
Foundation, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), the Hewlett
Packard Corporation and the Medi-Flex
Corporation.
As indicated by Arevalo, Eastman’s
expertise in grant development and writing
should help increase the number of grants and
conducted research for the college.
With the incorporation of many more grant
programs and research projects, Eastman
hopes to increase one-on-one relationships
between faculty and students, who often work
on grants and projects together.
“I would like to have as many students as
possible to have undergraduate experience,”
Eastman said. “There are many opportunities
in each field, and each department has to
develop that mix of teaching and research that
works best for the students.”

study is held in the form of a discussion.
“It’s not about me teaching. We
encourage (members) to ask questions so
they can gain knowledge,” Chu said.
“They know they are being taught the
truth. If they have a doubt and don’t ask,
it remains a doubt. Faith cannot grow if
there is unbelief. I’ve discovered in the
number of years that I’ve been a Christian
that if you are not grounded then you are
like a leaf blown about the wind.”
Chi-Alpha also holds recreational
gatherings throughout the semester. On
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. Chi-Alpha hosts
The Call, a service and worship led by
Nations Assembly Pastor Ruben Aguillon.
On Tuesdays Chi-Alpha has lunch with
international students to help them feel
more at home.
“We help them get acquainted with the
Valley and help them with anything else
they might need,” Jaramillo said.
Chi-Alpha also participates in outreach
programs around the United States and in
Mexico. Chu, who has been to Miami,
Mexico, and is planning on going to

See CHI-ALPHA page 6
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Another Greatest Generation
“They answered the call to help save the
world from the two most powerful and ruthless
military machines ever assembled, instruments
of conquest in the hands of fascist maniacs.”
Those are the words television news anchor
Tom Brokaw used in his book “The Greatest
Generation” to describe the men and women
who undertook the Herculean effort to defeat
Adolf Hitler and the rest of the Axis powers
from 1941 to 1945.
For its display of courage, sacrifice, and
patriotism, those Americans have earned the
title of “The Greatest Generation,” and few
today would argue against the notion that those
heroes indeed saved the world from the clutches
of madmen. When most of the world stood idly
or helplessly by, a generation of ordinary men
and women did extraordinary things, smashing
the German and Japanese war machines and
restoring freedom to people half a world away.
Today’s reality has spawned a new
generation of heroes from the most unlikely
stock. Our generation of 20-somethings has in
the past been known for its apathy and lack of
direction.
But once again duty calls ordinary Americans
to do amazing things. The old portrait of
lackadaisical young adults has been forever
reshaped by our brothers, our sisters, and
cousins who have once again traveled halfway
around the globe to help those who have never
tasted freedom enjoy it for the first time.

Our generation has been called upon to
spread the seeds of liberty in a part of the world
where the tree has never grown, and American’s
20-somethings are making us proud. So far,
over 100 Americans have given their lives to
help the Iraqi people throw off Saddam
Hussein’s yoke of oppression, and that figure is
likely to climb by the time this issue reaches the
hands of its readers.
A quick glance at the ages of those who have
given their lives for freedom would reveal that
many of them were part of a generation not
known for its dedication.
San Benito native Juan G. Garza Jr. is one of
the many 20-somethings to make the ultimate
sacrifice for freedom. The 20-year-old Garza
died by a sniper’s bullet Monday night and
became the first Rio Grande Valley soldier to
die in Iraq.
“Juanito was a loving, caring person,” said
his mother, Mary Ann Garza. “He told me,
‘Mom, I’m going to join the Marines.’ I didn’t
really agree to it, but it was his decision. I
couldn’t say no.”
Patrick R. Nixon, 21, of Nashville, Tenn. was
killed when his Marine unit was ambushed
outside of An Nasiriyah on March 23. After Joe
Nixon learned younger brother, Patrick, was
missing, he wrote and mailed him a letter.
“In signing it, I put that I knew that he had
looked up to me when he was little, and it was
my turn to look up to him now,” Joe said.

NEWS

Perhaps the words Abraham Lincoln shared
with Lydia Bixby - whose five sons died during
the American Civil War, will bring comfort to
the families of those who have sacrificed
themselves for the welfare of the Iraqi people.
“I feel how weak and fruitless must be any
words of mine which should attempt to beguile
you from the grief of a loss so overwhelming.
But I cannot refrain from tendering to you the
consolation that may be found in the thanks of
the Republic they died to save. I pray that our
Heavenly Father may assuage the anguish of
your bereavement, and leave you with only the
cherished memory of the loved and lost, and the
solemn pride that must be yours, to have laid so
costly a sacrifice upon the altar of Freedom.”
Let our generation no longer be known as
one that cared only for itself. Let our generation
no longer be viewed as a group of individuals
who lacked direction or purpose. Our
grandparents may have been “the Greatest
Generation,” and saved the world, but our
generation is doing what it can to preserve a
small portion of it.
Soldier, journalist, and Secretary of the
Interior Carl Schurz (1829-1906) knew the real
meaning of freedom, a meaning that is being
proven and upheld by many of today’s young
people.
“If you want to be free, there is but one way;
it is to guarantee an equally full measure of
liberty to all your neighbors. There is no other.”

■ Chi-Alpha . . . . . . . . 3
■ Cleanup . . . . . . . . 4
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Youth involvement in health sought
By OMAIRA GALARZA
The Pan American
A group of youth and parents formed a peer
education unit Saturday at the HIV Youth
Health and Leadership Forum, cosponsored by
the Hidalgo chapter of MANA.
“The power of the youth day is that the kids
themselves will take ownership in delivering
the message to the community and their
peers,” said Mary Alice Reyes, University of
Texas-Pan American GEARUP director and
MANA board member.
MANA de Hidalgo County, in collaboration
with the National Latina Health Network and
the Valley AIDS Council of McAllen, Texas,
hosted the conference. An estimated 150
youth, parents, and community members
attended the event. Over 75 percent of the
attendees were between the ages of 11 and 24.
The forum is a part of NLHN’s Latina
HIV/AIDS Prevention Leadership AHORA!
Project. The project targets six U.S. Hispanic
markets: Denver; La Puente, Calif.; New
Orleans; Wichita, Kan.; and statewide in New
Jersey. AHORA! focuses on addressing
sexuality, homophobia, and HIV within the
Latino community.
NLHN, a nonprofit organization that
receives its funding from the national Centers
of Disease Control and Prevention’s Division
of HIV/AIDS Prevention, gave MANA de
Hidalgo County a grant to put on the forum.
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“They [NLHN] approached the MANA
National office through a partner of theirs to
see if MANA would be interested in
collaborating on this project,” said Dr.
Glendelia Zavala, board president of the local
MANA chapter. “MANA National office
recommended my chapter to receive this grant
so I’m really proud that we are the only
chapter in the entire MANA organization that
received funding for this particular project.”
Her organization’s mission is to empower
Latinas through leadership development,
community service, and advocacy. According
to the group’s literature, MANA is a national
community of Latinas actively working to
create a better quality of life for Hispanics.
THE FOCAL POINT
MANA members want to inform people in
the Rio Grande Valley of the growing risk of
contracting HIV and AIDS for the Hispanic
population.
“We’re finding that many young Latina
adolescents are contracting the HIV virus,”
said Reyes.
Zavala feels, based on statistics, there is a
real urgency in making the community aware
of the growing HIV infection rate among
Hispanic youth between the ages of 13 and 24.
“Here in South Texas, statistics that I saw
last year show that there are fifteen thousand
reported cases of HIV infections,” said Zavala.
“It’s my understanding that for every reported
case two are unreported so you’re talking

about forty-five thousand cases. We’re at
almost epidemic crisis here in HIV
infections.”
According to statistics compiled by the
CDC, Hispanics accounted for 15 percent of
the population in 2001, and 21 percent of
reported AIDS cases in adolescents ages 13 to
19 were Hispanics. There were 4,428
adolescents and 28,665 persons aged 20 to 24
reported with AIDS as of December 2001.
“When I had the opportunity to accept this
grant, I didn’t even think twice about it
because I really feel that we do need to
educate the community in this area,” said
Zavala.
The primary focus of the forum is
education, but the main objective is to develop
a group of youth leaders who will continue to
raise awareness of HIV infections.
“The forum is really an opportunity to
educate our youth but the outcome that we
hope to obtain...is to develop a core group of
youth leaders who will become peer
educators,” she said. “Because many times
youth learn best from their peers.”
HERMANITAS LEND A HAND IN
FUTURE PROJECTS
MANA de Hidalgo County’s Hermanitas is
a mentoring and leadership program for young
Latinas ages 11 to 17. As part of the

See HIV page 6
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First-year Bronc blazing at the plate
Freshman Louie Alamia ties hit streak record of
22 games set in 1975
Although his old streak came to an end,
Alamia is nearly halfway to his old total,
with a nine-game hit streak running.
The University of Texas-Pan American
The freshman is batting .427 and has
Bronc baseball team didn’t expect
recorded at least one hit in 28 out of the
freshmen Louie Alamia to tie a school
last 29 games. Alamia has 47 hits in 110
record this year.
at bats and has scored 26 runs this season.
Alamia was one hit short of breaking
He is one of the major forces on a team
the record that Joe Hernandez set in 1975.
that already won more games than in all
Both had 22-game hitting streaks, and
of 2002. The Broncs are 17-20 and much
current coach Willie Gawlik said he was
improved in Gawlik’s first season, after a
rooting for his young outfielder.
15-win season last year. But Alamia is
“We wished he got the record,” Gawlik quick to downplay his success at the plate.
said.
“I didn’t even look at breaking or tying
Alamia, an Edinburg North
records” he said. “Everything fell
High graduate, saw his streak
into place, and I’m going to
come to an end March 29
continue to play the way I have all
against Dallas Baptist.
season.”
“The most important thing
Before coming to play with the
the day of the game was to go
Broncs, Alamia garnered a number
out and to win it,” Alamia said.
of awards over the course of his
“This is my first year. I didn’t
high school career. As a senior, he
expect to tie or break records.”
was name Most Valuable Player
Regardless of what he
and Male Athlete of the Year by
expected to accomplish in his
The Monitor.
Louie Alamia
first season at UTPA, Alamia
He also earned All-Area honors
now finds himself in the UTPA record
four times and was twice named to the
books under one of the more prestigious
All-Bay Area Team. During his career at
headings.
Edinburg North Alamia played under
“I didn’t even know about the record
Mike Duffey, a former Bronc player
until The Monitor had brought it up,”
himself.
Gawlik said. “He just kept on hitting
Despite his first year success, Alamia is
away.”
already planning out the rest of his career
Despite Tuesday’s 7-3 loss to the
as a Bronc baseball player.
defending national champion Texas
“For next year, I plan to play the best of
Longhorns, Alamia still managed to
my abilities and let it play as it goes,” he
record one hit and score one run.
said.

By JUAN FLORES
The Pan American

Photo by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

UTPA’s Louie Alamia crosses home plate against Texas A&M-Kingsville April 1.

Conference play eventual possibility at UTPA
By ED CHRNKO
The Pan American

the years, Weidner and his staff have
managed to put together a model
compliance program that has become
When college sports teams start their
mimicked in several universities across the
conference play, a handful of outcasts
country. This program helped Pan Am
continue to work through a schedule that
overcome the probations and violations of
contains other independent teams. This
the past to gain NCAA certification in July
school is a member of that group, but that
1998. Weidner is confident that the
might change some day.
university will have no problem in the
The challenges facing the University of
upcoming peer review of the school in
Texas-Pan American in getting into an
order to maintain its certification. The next
athletic conference
step is to search for a
have been
home.
documented
UTPA has been
caustically by local
actively trying to find
media in recent
its way into a
years, but the
conference and the
university has made
measures implemented
recent strides toward
by Weidner and the
lobbying for a
athletic program have
conference slot for
increased the
all of its athletic
university’s chances
programs.
by putting in place a
UTPA Athletic
solid infrastructure on
Director William
several levels. The
- William Weidner, UTPA Athletic
Weidner was put in
Broncs were in
Director
charge of turning
various conferences in
around the tarnished
the past, including
image of Pan Am’s
most recently the Sun
athletics programs over four years ago. The Belt Conference in the 1990s. They are
endeavor is not over, but Weidner has
currently independent.
managed to polish the university’s
At the moment, the only UTPA team in a
reputation and turn it into solid studentconference is the men’s tennis team which
athlete programs.
calls the Southland Conference home.
UTPA is up for peer review again this
Pan Am head tennis coach Todd
year, a process that is done in cycles. Over
Chapman explained that competing in a

“

It will happen,
but I can’t say
when. It’s not a
gloom-and-doom
situation.

“
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conference is “very beneficial.”
“It gives us, no matter what, the
opportunity to know that our season is not
over if we don’t do well at the beginning
of the season,” said Chapman. “If you’re
an independent, you know you have to play
well all season to get an at-large bid.”
Last season the men’s basketball team
won 20 games but did not receive a bid to
a postseason tournament.
Chapman also explained that the
recruiting process is simplified when a
university belongs to a conference in
addition to the fact that there are fewer
scheduling conflicts and a team is
guaranteed more home games.
UTPA men’s basketball head coach Bob
Hoffman agreed that one of the benefits of
being in a conference is that the chance at
a guaranteed bid as conference tournament
champ is locked in. That’s how Sam
Houston State, the University of North
Texas and other small Texas schools have
made the NCAAs in recent years.
Despite not being in a conference the
men were able to schedule a few quality
teams during the second half of the season.
However, Hoffman said that being in a
league doesn’t always mean that a team is
guaranteed a spot in the post-season.
Weidner’s ultimate goal is to get all of
Pan Am’s sports teams in a conference.
The Southland Conference appears to be
one of the most attractive at the moment
although UTPA is not focusing on just one
conference and is keeping its options open.

“The Southland is viable, if it occurred,”
Weidner said. “We’re talking with
conferences across the board. This
institution is committed and very open to
having discussions to enhance our chances
of getting into a conference.”
Weidner said that when and if UTPA
manages to join a conference, the
university would then gain national
attention. Weidner hopes for more
exposure, from a conference, some day.
“It will happen, but I can’t say when,”
Weidner said. “It’s not a gloom-and-doom
situation.”
The athletic director explained that
joining a conference is not just a matter of
settling for the first door that pops open.
“It also has to be right for us too,” said
Weidner, who explained that presidents of
conference schools make the decisions
about who gets in and who does not.
“We worry about the things we can
control,” he said.
At the moment, issues facing UTPA are
not having a football, and its geographic
isolation. However, Weidner is optimistic
that if Southland universities decide to take
more care of the needs of their other
athletic programs and de-emphasize
football, then UTPA’s lack of a football
team would become a non-issue.
“It’s something that’s important to us,”
Weidner said of joining a conference. “It
will open up other opportunities for us and
we see other teams from UTPA going to
NCAAs.”
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High anxiety
Diagnosis, treatment, readily available on campus
By AMELIA GARCIA
The Pan American

Infielder Marco Garza (swing,
left) and pitcher John Lopez
are two of the four players
from Mission High School currently on the UTPA baseball
roster. Lopez was originally
recruited as a centerfielder,
but has been pressed into
service on the mound this season.
Photos by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan
American

HOMETOWN FLAVOR:

Mission players represent

Getting the opportunity
to play Division I
baseball is great, but
getting the chance to play
at home in front of family
and friends is something
really special that not
many players get to
experience.
Ten players on the
Bronc baseball team are
from the Rio Grande
Valley and are very proud
to wear the green and
white in such close
proximity to their home
folks.
“Pan Am was my first
choice because it was
close to home and it was
a Division I school,” said
Mission native Omar
Peña. “I also like the
history that the baseball
team has at Pan Am.”
Peña is not the only
baseballer from Mission.
Sophomores John López

and Juan Sáenz join their
old teammate from
Mission High School
while Marco Garza, who
played his high school
ball at Sharyland, is the
last member of the
quadruplets from
Mission.
The four guys have all
seen playing time this
year for the Broncs, but
López and Garza have
stood out and are leading
the team in various
categories.
López was recruited as
a center fielder and this
year he was also asked to

“

pitch due to a lack of
mound depth. He hadn’t
pitched since his senior
year of high school.
“It feels good to pitch
again,” Lopez said. “I
didn’t know if I could
pitch at this level and I’m
hoping I’ll keep doing
good.”
López leads the team
with a 4.11 ERA and is
undefeated in four starts
and seven apparitions on
the mound. He has
pitched 30.2 innings
while striking out 24
batters, and has not made
an error in 19 games.

Pan Am was my first
choice because it was
close to home and it was
a Division I school
- Omar Pena, Bronc infielder

“

By ALEX GRAVEL
The Pan American

“John has done a good
job on the mound so far
this year and is playing
very well defensively,”
said head coach Willie
Gawlik.
Garza, on the other
hand, is an offensive
machine. The Mission
native leads the team in
RBI with 35, and hits
with 52. Garza is batting
.356, second best to
Edinburg native Louie
Alamia. The keys to his
success are his strength
and his work ethic, said
his coach.
“Marco works very
hard and he is very
coachable,” Gawlik said.
“He’s improved a lot
since last year. He put on
ten pounds and got bigger
and stronger.”
“I feel a lot stronger
physically and it helps
me mentally because I am
more confident when I

See LOCAL page 13

Anxiety is a normal and natural emotion for
people. Most individuals experience feelings of
anxiety before an important event such as an exam,
a business presentation, or a first date.
However, for those who suffer from anxiety
disorders, the feelings of anxiety can take over at
any time for any variety of reasons.
Anxiety disorders are illnesses that fill people’s
lives with overwhelming fear that is chronic, and
can grow worse. People with these chronic disorders
are agonized by panic attacks, obsessive thoughts,
flashbacks, nightmares, even physical symptoms.
Even those who don’t suffer from serious anxiety
disorders can face elevated levels of stress from a
number of sources, including the ongoing conflict in
Iraq.
Anxiety disorders are the most common mental
illness in America, afflicting over 19 million people
annually, according to the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH).
Treatment
Treatments have been developed through research
conducted by NIMH and other institutions.
Combining medication with specific types of
psychotherapy helps many people with anxiety
disorders live full, normal lives.
There are currently more prescription medications
available than ever by prescription to help treat
anxiety disorders. These include groups of drugs
called antidepressants and benzodiazepines. NIMH
reports that there are currently new medications
under development to treat anxiety symptoms.
According to NIMH, there are two clinically

proven forms of psychotherapy used to treat anxiety
disorders. Behavioral therapy is one form and it
focuses on changing specific actions and uses
several techniques to stop unwanted behaviors. The
other form is cognitive-behavioral therapy, which
teaches patients to understand and change their
thinking patterns so they can react differently to the
situations that cause them anxiety.
The University Counseling Center offers services
to students, faculty, and staff who may suffer from
anxiety disorders as well as other problems such as
depression, eating disorders, stress and relationship
problems. Though, the center does not diagnose
patients, the Counseling Center often refers patients
to physicians for more help.
“We look for characteristics of symptoms such
as trouble sleeping or studying, crying a lot, lack of
motivation, worrying a lot or being afraid,” said
counselor Anthony Hampton. “If we feel students
may benefit form a complete evaluation we make
referrals to psychiatrists. If the student has not seen a
medical doctor we recommend they go the Student
Health Services or their regular doctor to get a blood
profile and rule out any medical conditions.”
However, for individuals who have already
received an evaluation by a professional and have
been diagnosed, the Counseling Center offers
therapy sessions.
“We provide talk therapy and work with
individuals,” Hampton said. “If the student has
anxiety we usually meet with them on a weekly
basis and focus on the student developing coping
skills and life management skills.”
According to Hampton, it is very important for
people dealing with anxiety or other mental
disorders to talk to others about their problems.
See ANXIETY page 12

Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

MOCK ARREST— Arrest of a male student is simulated in the Student Union
Tuesday. A fabricated sexual assault mock trial will be April 17, held by Mujeres
Unidas and Bacchus and Gamma.

Planning for tomorrow’s college tuition today
By JENNIFER TAPIA
The Pan American
Now that tuition increase and cutbacks are
affecting college students statewide,it might be a
good idea for parents to start investing in college
education plans for their children.
The Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan, formerly
known as Texas Tomorrow Fund, and
Tomorrow’s College Investment Plan, allow
individuals to pay for future college education at
today's tuition rates. Marian Monta, a
communication professor at the University of
Texas-Pan American, said it is important for
individuals to start investing in college education
plans because tuition rates are rising.
“The secret is, is to enroll your kid early,”
Monta said. “Texas has guaranteed that no matter
where the tuition is set at that time, it will be
paid.”
According to Sheila Clancy, a spokesperson for
State Comptroller Carole Keeton Strayhorn, the

“This is a new thing that the state launched last
Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan, which is overseen
September,” Clancy said. “The savings plan can
by the Texas Prepaid Higher Education Tuition
be used for any college expenses authorized by
Board, invests the payments given by individuals
the federal government.”
and will use the investment earnings to cover the
Monta, who got the plan for her goddaughter
cost of college tuition. The program can pay for
when the program first
up to 160 credit hours
started, said she
of tuition and required
Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan
recommends it to
fees for students at any
 Can pay for up to 160 credit hours at any
people because
public college or
college or university
deregulation of tuition
university in the state of
 Allows investments of college savings into 20
is currently under
Texas.
different investment funds
debate by legislators
“College expenses
 Can be used for any federally authorized college
across the state. If
are soaring and the
expenses
deregulation of tuition
program is a way to
bill is passed, it law
lock down tuition and
will allow university officials to set their own
fees,” Clancy said. “It’s a way for families to beat
tuition rates.
the inflation.”
“It’s a nice easy way to give to someone,”
Clancy added that Tomorrow’s College
Monta said. “The cost of education in Texas in
Investment Plan can also help individuals pay for
skyrocketing at every Texas college.”
college expenses. The plan allows individuals to
Clancy noted the proposed bill will not affect
invest their college savings into 20 different
the Tomorrow’s College Investment Plan and
investment funds offered by the state.

individuals who are currently enrolled in the
Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan, but it is unknown
if it will affect the plan in the future.
“It will be paid regardless,” Clancy said.
“Comptroller Strayhorn will see to it that the
people in the program are protected.”
Joe Gomez, registration accountant at UTPA,
said there was a total of 50 university students
who used the Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan to
pay for college tuition and fees last semester.
There are currently 42 who use the plan to pay for
their college expense.
“I deal with the students. They come up to me
and tell me they have the fund,” Gomez said. “I
check their balances and check to see what they
have available.”
Clancy said individuals can apply online or
download the application and mail it in.
Enrollment for the Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan
runs from November through May. There is no
enrollment period set for the Tomorrow’s College
Investment Plan.

